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The present Manual explains the operation procedures for the Vympel-100 VMPL1.456.004 HDR 

(high dynamic range) ultrasonic flowmeter. The unit (hereinafter referred to as “flowmeter”, “instrument”,

“product”, “Vympel-100”) was manufactured according to VMPL1.456.004 technical specifications. The 

Manual covers the instrument’s design, operation procedures (intended use, maintenance, repairs, shipping 

and storage conditions), and certifies the manufacturer-guaranteed performance indicators. 

For long and reliable unit operation please adhere to this Manual. 

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the product design not affecting its 

functionality and metrological performance that may not be included in this Manual. 

To achieve the best measuring quality the units are commissioned by the manufacturer’s experts 

only in actual operating conditions (the pipe is filled with the medium under its operating pressure). 

The installation, operation, and maintenance personnel shall be provided with a safety briefing 

covering the unit’s maintenance and operation procedures, work safety, the instrument’s performance, 

scope, design, and principles of operation listed in this Manual. 
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         1 Instrument Description and Operation   

          1.1 Intended use 

1.1.1 The Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter is designed for measuring flow rates of natural gas

and other gaseous media with reference to standard conditions.     

          The system is available in two configurations: max operating pressure Pop = 1.6 MPa, or 

Pop = 10.0 MPa. 

          The unit is used at gas, heat and power supply facilities, for housing and municipal services. 

          Fig. 1 shows a Vympel-100 ultrasonic measuring system. 

  а) with the BER-002-01 control module b) with the Vympel-Axiflow control module

Fig. 1 The Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter
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The scope of delivery is shown in Fig. 2. 

а) with the BER-002-01 control module 

b) with the Vympel-Axiflow control module

1 – BER-002-01 control module; 

2 – flanged flowcell (FFC; a special pipe with a flanged connection); 

3 – DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer; 

4 – resistance temperature detector; 

5 – KR-002 electric box (or HyperFlow-MK mini communicator); 

6 – BP-001-01 backup power supply unit; 

7 – Vympel-Axiflow control module 

Fig. 2 The Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter. General arrangement
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1.1.2 When placing an order please specify the unit’s designation listed in Appendix A. 

1.1.3 According to GOST R 52931-2008 the instrument is categorized as a process control and 

regulation device. 

1.1.4 The unit is designed for continuous operation. 

1.1.5 The BER-002-01 VMPL.857.002-01 control module (BER-002-01 hereinafter), Vympel-

Axiflow VMPL5.857.004 control module, DAD-004 VMPL5.183.004-06, ’VMPL5.183.004-07, 

VMPL5.183.004-08, VMPL5.183.004-09, VMPL5.183.004-10, VMPL5.183.004-11 absolute pressure 

transducers, BP-001-01 VMPL5.087.001-01 backup power supply unit (BP-001-01 hereinafter), KR-002 

VMPL3.622.002 electric box (KR-002 hereinafter) are weather-proof as follows: 

– air temperature: -40 °C to +60 °C;

– relative humidity up to 98% at 35 °C and below;

– air pressure 84 to 106.7 kPа (630 to 800 mHg).

1.1.6 The BER-002-01 control module, Vympel-Axiflow control module, DAD-004 absolute 

pressure transducers, BP-001-01 backup power supply unit, HyperFlow-MK mini communicator, and KR-

002 electric box are impact resistant and belong to N1 vibration proof class according to GOST R 52931-

2008. 

1.1.7 The min ingress protection ratings (for solid particles and water ingress) of the instrument 

components installed in explosion hazard areas are as follows according to GOST 14254-96 (IEC 529-89): 

– BER-002-01 control module, Vympel-Axiflow control module: IP 65;

– DAD 004 absolute pressure transducers: IP67;

–KP-002 electric box: IP66;

– BP-001-01 backup power supply unit: IP65.

1.1.8 The ratings for the components located in explosion-proof areas: 

– DRAN30-24 mains power adapter;

– BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier;

– VMPL3.622.003 interface module;

– WAVECOM FASTRACK GSM modem, ingress protection rating (for solid particles and water

ingress) according to GOST 14254-96 (IEC 529-89) is IP10. 

1.1.9 The KRAU2.222.002-04 intrinsically safe barriers (BIZ-002-04 hereinafter) are compliant with 

TU 3433-011-06981430-2000 specifications. 

1.1.10 The max extents and weights of the components are listed in Table 1. 

The max extents, images, and weights of the instrument and its components are listed in Appendices 

B-D. 
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Table 1 

Name and Part Number 
Max dimensions, mm 

Max weight, kg 

Length 
Diameter/ 

width 
Height 

BER-002-01 control module VMPL5.857.002-01 160 115 68 1.4 

Vympel-Axiflow control module VMPL5.857.004 160 260 100 5 

FFC50/16 150 276 510 15 

FFC80/16 240 312 793 20 

FFC100/16 300 317 847 34 

FFC50/100 VMPL6.119.064 150 276 510 20 

FFC80/100 VMPL6.119.065 240 312 748 32 

FFC100/100 VMPL6.119.066 300 317 960 60 

BP-001-01 backup power supply unit VMPL5.857.001-01 170 76 57 0.5 

DRAN30-24 mains power adapter As specified in the documentation 

Electric box 

KR-002 VMPL3.622.002 
112 95 57 0.4 

DAD 004 absolute pressure transducers 

VMPL5.183.004-06, VMPL5.183.004-07, 

VMPL5.183.004-08, VMPL5.183.004-09, 

VMPL5.183.004-10, VMPL5.183.004-11 

67 41 
– 

1 

VMPL3.622.003 interface module 200 180 75 1 

BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier 

KRAU2.222.002-04 
As specified in the documentation 

HyperFlow-MK mini-communicator (GSM modem) 

KRAU5.155.015 
As specified in the documentation 

1.1.11 The measurement ranges are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Parameter Value 

Flanged measuring body nominal diameters (DN):
50 to 100 

Medium 
Natural gas, propane, butane, other non-aggressive 

gases (Pop is up to 10.0 MPa) 

Gas flow velocity range, m/s 0.06 to 30 

Upper absolute pressure limits (DAD-004 transducers), MPa (kgf/cm2): 0.16; 0.63; 1.6; 4.0; 6.3; 10 

(1.6; 6.3; 16; 40; 63; 100)  

Temperature measurement ranges according to GOST 6651-2009, °C, 

for Pt resistance thermometers at: 

R0=100 Ohm, α = 0.00385, °C 
-1

R0=100 Ohm, α = 0.00391, °C 
-1

-40 to +70 
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1.2 Basic Performance Indicators 

1.2.1 The flowmeter is an explosion-proof electrical installation compliant to GOST

30852.0-2002. The components have the following explosion-proof ratings: 

● BER-002-01 VMPL5.857.002-01 control module is an ib intrinsically safe circuit compliant to

GOST 30852.10-2002. Explosion-proof labeling: 1ExibIIAT6Х 

● VMPL5.857.004 Vympel-Axiflow control module is an ib intrinsically safe circuit compliant to

GOST 30852.10-2002. Explosion-proof labeling: 1ExibIIAT5Х 

● DAD-004 VMPL5.183.004-06, VMPL5.183.004-07, VMPL5.183.004-08, VMPL5.183.004-09,

VMPL5.183.004-10, VMPL5.183.004-11 absolute pressure transducers are ib intrinsically safe circuits 

compliant to GOST 30852.10-2002.      Explosion-proof labeling: 1ExibIIAT5Х 

● BP-001-01 VMPL5.857.002-01 backup power supply unit is an ib intrinsically safe circuit

compliant to GOST 30852.10-2002. Explosion-proof labeling: 1ExibIIAT5Х 

● BIZ-002-04 KRAU2.222.002-04 intrinsically safe barrier is an ib intrinsically safe circuit

compliant to GOST 30852.0-2002, GOST 30852.10-2002, GOST 12.2.007.0-75. Explosion-proof labeling: 

[Exib]IIA 
● KR-002 VMPL3.222.002 electric box is explosion-proof, labeled as “Intrinsically safe circuit”,

and is compliant to the PEU Electrical Installation Code (Section 7.3), GOST 30852.0-2002, and GOST 

30852.10-2002. 

● Resistance thermometer (immersive, included with the FFC accessories set) is not explosion-

proof; it is compliant to GOST 30852.0-2002 and GOST 30852.10-2002; 

● VMPL3.622.003 interface module is not explosion-proof;

● DRAN30-24 mains power adapter is not explosion-proof.

1.2.2 The power to the explosion-proof components is supplied as follows: 

- BER-002-01 control module: from the BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier (open circuit voltage 

Uxx ≤ 32 V DC, short circuit current Isc ≤ 70 mA), or from the BP-001-01 intrinsically safe self-contained 

power supply unit (open circuit voltage Uxx ≤ 3.7 V DC, short circuit current Isc ≤ 1 А); 

- Vympel-Axiflow control module: from the КАМ200-00BK built-in intrinsically safe  self-

contained power supply unit (rated output voltage: Uxx = 3.8 ±0.1 V DC, output current limit: Isc ≤ 1.8 А); 

- DAD-004 absolute pressure transducer, a part of the BER-002-01 control module (or the Vympel-

Axiflow control module); 

-BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier, a part of the DRAN30-24 mains power adapter, 24 V DC; 

1.2.3 The explosion-proof components can be installed in explosion hazard areas both indoors and 

outdoors according to the PUE Electrical Installation Code (Section 7.3) and other regulations for 

electrical installations in explosion hazard areas. 

1.2.4 The insulation strength of the electrically isolated BER-002-01 control module circuits (circuit-

to-circuit and circuit-to-body) is sufficient to withstand 1,000 V test voltage for 1 minute in standard 

conditions according to GOST К 52931-2008. 

1.2.5 The insulation resistance of the electrically isolated BER-002-01 control module circuits 

(circuit-to-circuit and circuit-to-body) is at least 20 MOhm in standard conditions according to GOST К 

52931-2008. 

1.2.6 The max temperature of the BER-002-01 control module surface and its electrical components 

is compliant to T6 Temperature Class, GOST 30852.0-2002 and does not exceed +85 C. 
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The max temperature of the Vympel-Axiflow control module surface and its electrical components 

is compliant to T5 Temperature Class, GOST 30852.0-2002 and does not exceed +100 C. 

1.2.7 The product components enable sustainable operation with a backup power supply unit (for 

emergency power outage) for the following periods: BER-002-01 control module, 30 sec transducer polling 

interval: uninterruptable operation when powered from the BP-001-01  self-contained power supply is at 

least 8,500 h.       

The product components enable sustainable operation with a built-in power supply unit for the 

following periods: Vympel-Axiflow control module, 30 sec transducer polling interval: uninterruptable 

operation when powered from the KAM200-00BK self-contained power supply is at least 8,500 h.  

As the BP-001-01 self-contained power supply unit’s output voltage drops below 3.2 V, an alarm is 

displayed in the indicator integrated with the control module (”LI BAT = 3.10 V”, where 3.10 V is the actual 

self-contained power supply voltage), and an entry is recorded in the alarm log (one entry for each hour). In 

this case the BP-001-01 unit shall be replaced within 10 days. 

As the KAM200-00BK self-contained power unit voltage drops below the threshold (15% of the 

residual capacity), a low battery charge alarm is transmitted via the GPS network. In this case the KAM200-

00BK self-contained unit shall be charged within 10 days.  

1.2.8 The BP-001-01 intrinsically safe self-contained power supply unit’s open circuit voltage at its 

connectors is Uxx = 3.4…3,7 V DC. The short circuit current: Isc ≤ 1 А. The intrinsically safe components 

and the current source are potted. The BP-001-01 intrinsically safe self-contained power supply unit is non-

serviceable and non-rechargeable. 

The КАМ200-00BK intrinsically safe self-contained power supply unit’s open circuit voltage at its 

connectors is Uxx = 3.8 ±0.1 V DC. The output current limit is Isc ≤ 1.8 А. The КАМ200-00BK electronic 

components protect the module and are explosion-proof as an intrinsically safe circuit. 

КАМ200-00BK is a self-contained rechargeable power unit. The AZU LI-4 charger is used to 

recharge the self-contained power supply unit. Please charge the КАМ200-00BK self-contained module 

in an explosion-proof area. See Sections 2.1, 2.2 АЕТС.563112.002 RE. 

          As the КАМ200-00BK self-contained power supply module is being replaced or charged, a product 

equipped with a Vympel-Axiflow control module continues to operate as it is powered from the 

VMPL5.087.003 backup power supply. 

          The ВМПЛ5.087.003 backup power supply unit can power a product equipped with a Vympel-

Axiflow control module for max 1.5 months (6 weeks). It is to be replaced within 2 days after a low charge 

alarm is triggered (LI BAT = 3.10 V, where 3.10 V is the actual backup voltage) and displayed on the control 

module indicator. 

          The VMPL5.087.003 self-contained power supply unit is integrated into the Vympel-Axiflow control 

module. It is automatically activated as the КАМ200-00BK power supply unit is off. The backup power 

supply unit is non-serviceable and non-rechargeable. 
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1.2.9 The instrument measures gas flow rate and volume according to 

GOST 8.611-2013 National Uniform Measurement Assurance System. Gas Flow and Amount. 

Measurement Procedure with Ultrasonic Flow Rate Transducers and MI 3213-2009 National Uniform 

Measurement Assurance System. Gas Flow and Amount. Measurement Procedure with Ultrasonic Flow 

Rate Transducers. 

Medium: natural gas, propane, butane, other non-aggressive gases with the following properties: 

- medium temperature: -40 to +70 °C (-23.15 to +66.85 °C for natural gas provided that the medium 

properties are determined with NX19mod, GERG91mod. and AGA8 procedures); 

- max operating pressure: up to 10.0 MPa (100 kgf/cm2). 

According to GOST 30319.1-96, GOST 30319.2-96 and GOST Р 8.662-2009 natural gas physical 

properties are determined with NX19mod, GERG91mod. and AGA8 procedures.   

Physical properties of other gases (operating density, adiabatic k-value, dynamic viscosity) vs. 

pressure and temperature are specified as tabulated values. The values in the tables are taken from the 

National Standard Reference Data Service or certified medium physical properties analysis software 

within specified medium temperature and pressure ranges. 

Physical properties of gas can also be specified as follows:  

- current medium density is determined with an external densitometer; 

- adiabatic k-value and dynamic viscosity are tabulated values. 

1.2.10 The flowmeter logs minute, hourly average, and daily average values of absolute pressure,

service flow rate, temperature, medium volume and calorific value (referred to as “minute, hourly average, 

and daily average datasets” hereinafter). It also logs any manual or automatic changes to the instrument 

settings (referred to as “intervention datasets”). The logs are stored in the internal nonvolatile memory. 

The flowmeter automatically logs alarms with timestamps. The alarms are as follows:

          - modifications made to input data if they affect the measurement results; 

          - velocity, pressure, and temperature channel faults; 

          - piezoelectric sensor failure; 

          - replacement of actual velocity, pressure, and temperature values with constants, i.e. 

switching to the emulation mode and back to the measurement mode; 

          - pressure is beyond the pressure transducer range, pressure is back to the operating range; 

          - integrated power supply voltage drop (the alarm is triggered at least 10 days prior to the integrated 

power supply fault). 

The minute datasets capacity is at least 10,080 min; the hourly datasets capacity is least 4,380 hours; 

the daily datasets capacity is at least 730 days, the intervention dataset capacity is at least 3,400 entries, the 

alarm dataset capacity is at least 3,400 events. The logs and the intervention dataset can be downloaded via 

EIA RS-232 or RS-485. 

1.2.11 The flowmeter has a real-time clock. The clock’s functions are:           -

real time keeping (seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, years); 

          - periodic medium measurements and data analysis launched at regular intervals. 

The measurement and analysis interval is from 2 to 30 s. It is user-configured (programmatically). 
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1.2.12 The flowmeter is configurable. The initial data for analysis can be uploaded with a PC over

EIA RS-232 or RS-485 interfaces.    

          When the instrument is configured the initial data listed in Table 3 and required for analysis are 

uploaded into its nonvolatile memory. 

Table-3 

Parameter 
Initial Data for Analysis 

1 2 

Medium Gases, including natural gas 

Resistance thermometer type 100P, Pt100 

Instrument piping (flanged flowcell segment) internal 

diameter, 0.01 mm step: 
50 to 100 

Distance between A and B channel piezoelectric transducers, 

0.01 mm 
from 150.00 to 450.00 

Pipeline material User-specified 

Medium physical properties analysis method*: 

Natural gas  

Other gases 

NX19 mod., GERG91 mod., AGA8 

Tabulated data 

Medium physical properties: 

Estimation procedure, GOST 30319.2-96 

Estimation procedure, GOST R 8.662-2009 

Tabular procedure 

NX19 mod., GERG91 mod. 

AGA8 

Tabular data,  

7х7 size** 

Medium density, standard conditions, 

0.0001 kg/m3 step, kg/m3 

For natural gas 

0.66 to 1.05 

Composition 
See 

Tables 4 and 5 

In-service medium physical parameters (tabulated data)** 

In-service density, 

dynamic viscosity 

adiabatic k-value 

Real-time settings: Year, month, day, hour, minute, second 

Measuring cycle length, sec 2 to 30 

Device network ID number 0 to 15 

Frequency output range, Hz 0 to 1,000 

Max service flow rate, m3/h 0 to 100,000 

Min service flow rate, m3/h 0 to 100,000 

* Medium physical properties (in-service density, viscosity, and и adiabatic k-value) are taken from the National Standard

Reference Data Service tables or certified medium physical properties analysis software. 

** See Table 4 for the composition of gas condensates, NGL (natural gas liquids) and their processing products compliant to 

MP-107. 
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Table 4 

No. Components 
Chemical 

Formula 
No. Components 

Chemical 

Formula 

1 Methane СН4 12 n-Decane n-С10Н22 

2 Ethane С2Н6 13 Nitrogen N2 

3 Propane С3Н8 14 Carbon dioxide CO2 

4 n-Butane n-С4Н10 15 Hydrogen sulfide H2S 

5 i-Butane i-С4Н10 16 Hydrogen H2 

6 n-Pentane n-С5Н12 17 Oxygen O2 

7 i-Pentane i-С5Н12 18 Carbon monoxide CO 

8 n-Hexane n-С6Н14 19 Water H2O 

9 n-Heptane n-С7Н16 20 Helium He 

10 n-Octane n-С8Н18 21 Argon Ar 

11 n-Nonane n-С9Н20 22 Residues 

1.2.13 When natural gas flow rate is estimated with the NX19 mod., GERG91 mod. compressibility 

factor method, extra parameters listed in Table 5 shall be specified. When the gas compressibility factor is 

estimated with the AGA8 procedure, the gas composition is specified according to GOST R 8.662-2009. 

Table 5 

Component Range 

Nitrogen 0 to 0.15 mole fraction 

Carbon dioxide 0 to 0.15 mole fraction 

Natural gas density in standard conditions 
0.66 to 1.05 kg/m3 

1.2.14 The unit configured through customization or with a test template is able to display and 

transmit the relevant data (measured medium pressure, temperature, flow rate, volume values) in digital 

form: 

- the data is displayed on the indicator integrated with the control module; 

- the data is transmitted to an external device over a data link. 

The following values can be displayed on the indicator: 

- manometric (absolute) pressure, MPa (kgf/cm2);  

- medium temperature, °C; 

- instant flow rate, m3/h; 

- cumulative medium volume , m3 

- instant flow rate converted to standard conditions, m3/h; 

- cumulative medium volume converted to standard conditions, m3; 

- medium volume for the last full hour, m3; 

- medium volume for the last full hour converted to standard conditions, m3; 

- medium volume for the last full day, m3; 

- medium volume for the last full day converted to standard conditions, m3; 
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- current date and time, year, month, day, hour, minute, second; 

- BP-001-01 self-contained power supply unit voltage, V; 

- error codes. 

1.2.15 The flowmeter supports two-way data exchange with external devices between the

BER-002-01 control module and an IT system. The data link has a BER-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier. 

The link is a two-wire line up to 1,000 m long. It uses the М-BUS interface, and the HART protocol. The 

data are transmitted between BIZ-002-04 and a PC over EIA RS-232 or RS-485 interfaces. 

An intrinsically safe barrier sets the external data link performance parameters. In standard operating 

conditions they shall be as follows (according to GOST R 52931-2008): 

- the data link between the intrinsically safe barrier and the measuring component shall not exceed 

1,000 m; 

- data link inductance shall not exceed 0,5 mH; 

- data link capacitance shall not exceed 0,5 µF; 

- insulation resistance between the data wires shall be at least 20 MOhm; 

- insulation resistance between the data wires and the cable shield shall be at least 20 MOhm; 

- wire DС resistance shall not exceed 12 Ohm per 1 km. 

The products equipped with the Vympel-Axiflow control module can transmit data over a GSM 

network. 

1.3 Specifications 

1.3.1 Table 6 lists the max and min velocities averaged over the cross section vs. the nominal 

instrument piping diameter. 

Table 6 

Velocity, 

m/sec 

Nominal Diameter (DN) 

50 80 100 

Vmax 30 30 30 

Vmin 0.06 0.06 0.06 

Vmin/Vmax 1:500 1:500 1:500 
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          1.3.2 Table 7 lists the max gas flow Qmax converted to standard conditions and corresponding to max 

velocity vs. the nominal instrument piping diameter and the max manometric pressure. 

Table 7 

Manometric 

pressure, 

MPa 

Max gas flow Qmax, m3/h 

Nominal Diameter (DN) 

50 80 100 

0 200 500 800 

0.16 520 1300 2080 

0.6 1400 3500 5600 

1.6 3400 8500 13600 

4.0 8200 20500 32800 

6.3 12800 32000 51200 

10.0 20200 50500 80800 

1.3.3 Table 8 lists the min gas flow Qmin converted to standard conditions and corresponding to max 

velocity vs. the nominal instrument piping diameter and the max manometric pressure. The instrument’ 

response threshold does not exceed 0.5 Qmin. 

Table 8 

Manometric 

pressure, 

MPa 

Min gas flow Qmin, m
3/h 

Nominal Diameter (DN) 

50 80 100 

0 0.40 1.0 1.60 

0.16 1.04 2.6 4.16 

0.6 2.80 7 11.2 

1.6 6.80 17 27.2 

4.0 16.4 41 65.6 

6.3 25.6 64 102.4 

10.0 40.4 101 161.6 
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1.3.4 The acceptable intrinsic relative and full-scale reduced accuracy of the absolute pressure 

channel (transducer) for each transducer accuracy class option within the operating temperature range do 

not exceed the values listed in Table 9. 

Table 9 

Pressure transducer 

accuracy 

Absolute* pressure intrinsic full-scale 

reduced accuracy limits,% 

Absolute* pressure intrinsic relative 

accuracy limits,% 

А ±(0.01+0.2(Р/Рмах)) ±(0.2+0.01(Р/Рмах)) 

С ±(0.01+0.1(Р/Рмах)) ±(0.1+0.01(Р/Рмах)) 

* In the transducer absolute pressure ranges from 0.5 kgf/cm2 to the full scale.

1.3.5 The resistance thermometer’s acceptable absolute error of the input resistance to temperature 

conversion is ±0.05 °C. The primary temperature transducer error is estimated according to GOST 6651-

2009. 

The acceptable medium temperature range is -40 to +70 °C (-23.15 to +66.85 °C for natural gas).  

1.3.6 The acceptable relative error range for the volumetric flow rate and gas volume measurements 

converted to standard conditions does not exceed  0.01%. 

1.3.7 The acceptable absolute error range for the zero flow rate (no gas flow) does not exceed  0.25 

Qmin. 

1.3.8 The acceptable relative error ranges for the in-service gas flow rate and volume 

measurements are listed in Table 10. 

Table 10 

Relative error ranges for the in-service gas flow rate and 

volume measurements ,% 

Flow range: 0.02·Qmax Qmax,% 
± 1.0 

Flow range: Qmin 0.02 Qmin,% 
± (0.7+Qn/Qmeasured)* 

*Qn is a conditional-constant factor:

DN50 = 1.2; DN80 = 3.0; DN100 = 4.8 

          The acceptable relative error of the volumetric flow range measurement, converted to standard 

conditions, at Р = 0.95 confidence factor are listed in GOST 8.611-2013 for the instrument’s operating 

conditions (PTz reduction method) or are determined with another duly approved procedure for estimating 

gas volume error measurements converted to standard conditions.  
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1.3.9 The flowmeter has an electrically isolated frequency output (an open collector photo-coupler

output). Max acceptable voltage at the open collector shall not exceed 30 V; max current shall not exceed 

10 mA. Frequency range: 0...1,000 Hz.      

The relative error of the flow rate to frequency conversion does not exceed 0.02%. 

The in-service flow rate 
..урQ , m3/h vs. the measured frequency relation is as follows: 

maxmax.. /)( FQFQ ур  ,  (1) 

where F is the measured frequency value at the frequency signal output, Hz; 

Fmax is the max frequency value at the frequency signal output (configurable), Hz; 

Qmax is the max in-service flow rate value (configurable), m3/h. 

The system reaches the performance specified above in 30 min after powering on. 

1.3.10. The product’ MTBF is at least 65,000 hours with proper maintenance.  

         Calibration interval: 4 years. 

1.4 Scope of Delivery

1.4.1 The flowmeter components and options are listed in Table 11.

  Table 11 

Name Part Number Qty Remarks 

1 2 3 4 

BER-002-01 control module VMPL5.857.002-01 1 
As requested by the 

customer 

Vympel-Axiflow control module VMPL5.857.004 1 
As requested by the 

customer 

Piezoelectric sensor* 4 

DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer 

VMPL5.183.004-06 

VMPL5.183.004-07 

VMPL5.183.004-08 

VMPL5.183.004-09 

VMPL5.183.004-10 

VMPL5.183.004-11 

1 
Sensor model: as requested 

by the customer 

 Immersive resistance 

thermometer  

100P or Pt100, with/without 

a protective sleeve 
1 

Included with the FFC 

accessories set 

KR-002 electric box VMPL3.622.002 1 
As requested by the 

customer 

BP-001-01 power supply unit VMPL5.087.001-01 1 
As requested by the 

customer 

HyperFlow-MK mini-communicator (GSM 

modem 
KRAU5.155.015 1 

As requested by the 

customer 

BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier KRAU2.222.002-04 1 
As requested by the 

customer 
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Table 11 (continued) 
1 2 3 4 

BIZ-002 to PC cable KRAU4.841.020 
1 

As requested by the 

customer 

PC 

cable 
VMPL4.841.058 1 

Interface module VMPL3.622.003 1 
As requested by the 

customer 

DRAN30-24** mains power adapter – 1 
As requested by the 

customer 

Flanged measuring body** See Table 1 1 
As requested by the 

customer 

AZU.LI-4 charger AETS.436234.003 1 

Supplied with the 

Vympel-Axiflow 

control module 

Uniterm software (CD-R) VMPL1.456.004 D20 1 

Operation Manual VMPL1.456.004 OM 1 copy 

Form VMPL1.456.004 FO 1 copy 

Calibration Procedure VMPL1.456.004 MP 1 copy 
As requested by the 

customer 

Operation Manual АЕТS.563112.002 OM 1 copy 

Supplied with the 

Vympel-Axiflow 

control module 

Quality certificates for the materials and components 

Welding inspection certificates 

Hydrostatic / leak test certificates 

FFC dimensional control certificate 

1 set 

* Piezoelectric sensors (4 pcs.) are integrated into the flanged flowcell (FFC) by the manufacturer. It is non-

maintainable and non-replaceable by the customer. 

** Can be replaced with a similar power supply unit (24 V, at least 15 W). The PS2405D uninterruptable power supply unit 

(UPS) is optionally available for 220 V mains power. 

*** Matching weld flanges, gaskets, and bolts included. 

With the customer consent just one copy of the VMPL1.456.004 RE manual can be supplied per one 

box of instruments delivered to the same customer. The shipping documentation shall indicate this. 

1.5 Instrument Design and Principles of Operation 

1.5.1 The flowmeter is a time-pulse ultrasonic flow rate transducer. It measures the difference in

ultrasonic impulse propagation times downstream and upstream the medium flow within the primary 

transducer. 

The impulses are transmitted and received by piezoelectric sensors installed on the primary flow rate 

transducer.  

The control module alternatively activates Tx and Rx modes in each sensor pair. 

As the gas moves it shifts an ultrasonic wave and changes the ultrasonic signal propagation time 

between the sensors. The propagation time is reduced downstream and increased upstream. 
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The measured velocity (υ) is the average gas flow velocity along the acoustic signal path. 

To estimate the average flow velocity across the flowcell’s cross-section velocity, a distribution 

correction factor has to be determined. 

        Then the average flow velocity across the flowcell’s cross-section velocity (υа) is calculated as 

follows: 

,  гa K  (2) 

where 

гK  is the velocity distribution correction factor compliant to STO GASPROM5.2-2005, (Appendix 

C); 

υ is velocity, m/s. 

The гK  value is a function of Reynolds number (Re), pipe wall roughness, acoustic beam position, 

and type. If one signal is used, the beam passes across the flowcell axis. For fully developed equally 

turbulent flows the гK  can be approximated as: 

,
(Re)log011,012,1

1

10
гK  (3) 

The actual гK  value is measured through calibration and is entered into the instrument as a 1х20 

table. 

The in-service flow rate 
pQ , m3/h is a function of the average velocity across the cross-section: 

,ap SQ       (4) 

where  

            S is the flowcell cross sectional area, m2; 

a is the average flow velocity across the flowcell’s cross-section velocity, m/s.

1.5.2 Instrument Operation in the Converted Volume Measurement Mode 

            The volumetric gas flow rate, m3/h, reduced to standard conditions is estimated from the measured 

volumetric flow rate values and corrected for pressure and temperature with the gas compressibility factor: 

Qst = (Qр·Ps·Tst) /(Pst·Ts·Kcf), (5) 

  where  

  Рs and Тs are the in-service measured pressure and temperature; 

Рst and Тst are the pressure and temperature in standard conditions; 

  Kcf is the compressibility factor. 

The Vn (m
3/h) converted volume of the gas passing through a pipe within a certain interval () is as 

follows: 

,
1





n

i

нiн QV   (6) 

   where 

    = (n – к)/n;  

n is the number of discrete intervals during the (н – к) period. 
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The standard conditions to which in-service gas volume is converted are: 

- temperature: +20 °C (293.15 К); 

- pressure: 760 mmHg (0.101325 MPa). 

The gas compressibility factor is calculated as specified in GOST 30319.2-96 or GOST R 8.662-

2009. 

NX19 mod., GERG91 mod., or AGA8 procedures are used to estimate the natural gas 

compressibility factor. 

The flowmeter’s components and software support other approved procedures as well.

1.5.3 Primary Flow Rate Transducer Design and Principles of Operation 

  The primary flow rate transducer is an assembly consisting of coaxial various diameter pipes attached 

to the flanged body.  

The flanged measuring body is a segment of the inner pipe with two pairs of piezoelectric

sensors installed 

perpendicularly to its axis. The sensors form two independent channels alternatively operating in Tx and Rx 

modes.    The primary flow rate transducer diagram is shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Primary flow rate transducer 

diagram, Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter

The piezoelectric sensors are installed in the slots of the inner transducer pipe by the manufacturer. 

The resistance thermometer and the absolute pressure transducer are installed in the upper part of the 

transducer under the protective cover.  

The primary transducer body has threaded holes to attach the pipeline flanges.  

          The medium passes through the primary transducer in such a way that the flow history is “erased”, so 

no straight segments upstream and downstream the instrument are required. 

          The instrument’s pipeline connecting dimensions are listed in the specific product specifications 

(depends on the configuration) 
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1.6 Measuring Instruments, Tools and Accessories 

          1.1.1 Measuring instruments to be used for the product calibration as specified in the 

VMPL1.456.004 MP calibration procedure. 

          1.6.2 The tools and accessories used for installation and maintenance are listed in Table 12. 

    Table 12 

Tool 

Name 
Tool Size Remarks 

Open end spanner, two-sided, 

24x27 

Spanner 7811-0026 Н С1 Х9 

GOST 2839-80 

For mounting the temperature 

transmitter 

Open end spanner, two-sided, 

11x14 

Spanner 7811-0462 Н С1 Х9 

GOST 2839-80 

For mounting the absolute pressure 

transducer pipe 

Open end spanner, two-sided, 

13x16 

Spanner 7811-0472 Н С1 Х9 

GOST 2839-80 
For mounting the absolute pressure 

transducer 

Open end spanner, two-sided, 

10x12 

Spanner 7811-0004 Н С1 Х9 

GOST 2839-80 
For mounting the control module 

Open end spanner, two-sided, 7x8 
Spanner 7811-0006 Н С1 Х9 

GOST 2839-80 

Earthling bolts (on the control module, 

electric box, and FFC) 

Screwdriver, 1.2x8 Screwdriver, type 3, 1.2×8 For mounting the control module cover 

1.7 Markings and Security Sealings 

          1.7.1. The explosion-proof part of the BER-002 VMPL5.857.002 control module (or the Vympel-

Axiflow control module) has a nameplate with the following information: 

          - measuring instrument type approval label; 

          - manufacturer’ logotype and name: OOO NPO Vympel; 

          - instrument name; 

          - explosion-proof labeling: 1ExibIIAT6Х (1ExibIIAT5Х); 

          - Ех explosion-proof rating mark; 

          - EAC product commercialization mark; 

 - ambient temperature range: –40 °C ≤ ta ≤ 60 °C; 

          - certification authority name and certificate number; 

          - IP65 ingress protection rating; 

          - voltage and power; 

          - serial number and date of manufacture. 

The X letter in the explosion-proof labeling means that the measuring system is to be operated with 

the components listed in the Certificate of Compliance with TR СU 012/2011 Custom Union Regulations. 
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1.7.2. The explosion-proof part of the instrument (DAD-004 absolute pressure transducer) has a 

nameplate with the following information: 

- the manufacturer’s logotype and name; 

- unit serial number; 

- certification authority name and certificate number; 

- explosion-proof labeling: 1ExibIIAT5Х. 

The X letter in the explosion-proof labeling means that the transducers can be used with the BER-

002-02 or the Vympel-Axiflow control modules. 

The nameplates may have additional texts, symbol explanations, units of measurements, other 

information about the specific unit. 

The instrument’s serial number composition is as follows: 

No. : first and second digits: two last digits of the year; third and forth digits: month of 

manufacture, digits five through eight: the manufacturer’s serial number. 

          1.7.3 The BER-002-01 and the Vympel-Axiflow control modules have an earthling label compliant 

to GOST 21130-75 next to the earthling bolt. 

          1.7.4 All the modules, replacement parts, accessories included in the scope of delivery are marked 

with labels used in the respective design documentation. 

          1.7.5 The shipping container is labeled in compliance with GOST 14192-96. The labeling includes 

the following handling marks: Fragile. Handle with Care. Keep Dry. Top. 

          1.7.6 The instrument is security-sealed with paint by a representative of the national metrology service 

during the initial calibration. The paint is applied to the security sealing points (usually they are cover holes 

for the screws). 

1.8 Packaging 

          1.8.1 The package shall be compliant to the manufacturer’s documentation. The instruments shall be 

packaged in dry provide casing head storage in dry, ventilated areas at +15...+40 °C, up to 80% relative air 

humidity, no aggressive substances in the air. 

1.8.2 The packaging protects the instruments from weather factors and impacts during handling, 

shipping, and storage. 

1.8.3 The manuals and shipping documents are wrapped in water-proof material and are placed under 

the packaging cover over the top packaging material layer. 
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2 Instrument Description and Operation 

2.1 General 

The instrument consists of the following modules included in the scope of delivery: 

- BER-002-01 or Vympel-Axiflow control module; 

- DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer;  

- immersive resistance thermometer; 

- flanged flowcell. 

2.1.1 BER-002-01 (Vympel-Axiflow) Control Module Design 

See Appendix B for the control module dimensions.  

The BER-002-01 VMPL5.857.002-01 (or Vympel-Axiflow VMPL5.857.004) control module is an 

aluminum mode with sealed connectors to attach the pressure, temperature transducers, and the piezoelectric 

sensors.  

The cover has a window for the indicator. The min ingress protection rating is IP65 (GOST 14254-

96, IEC 529-89).  

  There is a PCB with electronic components inside the module. 

The body has an external earthling bolt and threaded mounting holes. 

2.1.2 See Appendix D for the dimensions of the resistance thermometer, DAD-004 pressure 

transducer, KR-002 electric box, BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier, the interface module, the BP-001-01 

power supply unit and the DRAN power supply unit. 

2.2 Explosion-Proof Features of the Instrument with BER-002 or Vympel-Axiflow Control 

Modules 

2.2.1 The system’s explosion-proof features are special circuit designs of the BER-002-01 or 

Vympel-Axiflow control modules and other components (DAD-004 pressure transducers).  

The modules are connected with intrinsically safe circuits compliant with GOST 30852.10-2002. The 

circuits have voltage and current limiters; they are electrically isolated and epoxy filled. 

The module body and cover are made of aluminum alloy (Mg content below 6% for friction intrinsic 

safety. 

The module body ingress protection rating is at least IP65 due to a neoprene O-ring sealing. 

2.2.2 The system components are Ex-marked according to GOST 30852.10-2002. The markings are 

listed in Table 13. 
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Table 13. 

Explosion-Proof and Other Electrical Equipment Ex 

labeling 

BER-002-01 control module VMPL5.857.002-01 1ExibIIAT6Х 

Vympel-Axiflow control module VMPL5.857.004 1ExibIIAT5Х 

DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer 

VMPL5.183.004-06 

VMPL5.183.004-07 

VMPL5.183.004-08 

VMPL5.183.004-09 

VMPL5.183.004-10 

VMPL5.183.004-11 

1ExibIIAT5Х 

BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier 

KRAU2.222.002-04 
[Exib]IIA 

KR-002 electric box “Intrinsically safe circuit” marking 

Platinum resistance thermometer 
No Ex marking 

Regular equipment, GOST 30852.10 

2.2.3 To provide for the ib intrinsically safe rating the following features are used: 

- intrinsically safe current-carrying components are enclosed into a heavy-duty shell compliant to 

GOST 30852.0-2002; 

- leakage paths and electric gaps are compliant to 

GOST 30852.10-2002; 

- the PCBs and modules are epoxy filled per GOST 30852.10-2002, the ingress protection rating 

according to GOST 14254-96 (IEC 529-89) (dust and moisture ingress) is IP65; 

- the outer shell of the BER-002-01 (Vympel-Axiflow) control module is heated up to 85 °C (100 

°C) only. According to GOST 30852.0-2002 the temperature is acceptable for the Т6 (Т5) class electric 

equipment under the max ambient temperature. The temperature is controlled through limiting the circuit 

current according to GOST 30852.10-2002; 

- the PCBs and modules cannot be disassembled; the BER-002-01 control module (or the Vympel-

Axiflow control module) carries 1ExibIIAT6Х (1ExibIIAT5Х) Ex rating labels; 

- the pressure transducer is Ex labeled as 1ExibIIAT5Х. 
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 3 Intended Use 

3.1 Operating Limits 

3.1.1 The flowmeter can be installed in explosion hazard areas both indoors and outdoors

according to the PUE Electrical Installation Code (Section 7.3) and other regulations for electrical 

installations in explosion hazard areas. 

The DRAN30-24 mains power adapter, the KRAU2.222.004 intrinsically safe barrier, the interface 

module shall not be installed in explosion hazard areas. 

Please charge the КАМ200-00BK self-contained power supply unit with the AZU.LI-4 charger 

in an explosion-proof area. See Sections 2.1, 2.2 АЕТС.563112.002 RE. 

3.1.2 Please operate the system in accordance with this manual. 

3.1.3 When installing and operating the instrument observe the following documents: 

- Electrical Installation Code (PUE), 2003; 

- Regulations for Operation of Consumer Electrical Installations (PTEEP), 2003; 

- POT PM-016-2001 Multisectoral Work Safety Regulations for Electrical Installation Operations 

- GOST 12.2.003-91 Occupational Safety Standards System. Manufacturing Equipment. General 

Safety Requirements; 

- GOST 12.2.007.0-75 Occupational Safety Standards System. Electrical Engineering Products, 

General Safety Requirements; 

- GOST 12.3.009-76 Occupational Safety Standards System. Handling Operations. General Safety 

Requirements; 

- GOST 12.3.019-80 Occupational Safety Standards System. Electrical Tests and Measurements. 

General Safety Requirements; 

- GOST 30852.13-2002 Explosion Proof Electrical Equipment. Part 14.                             Electrical 

Installations for Explosion Hazard Areas (Except for Underground Facilities); 

- GOST 30852.16-2002 Explosion Proof Electrical Equipment. Part 17. Testing and Maintenance of 

Electrical Installations for Explosion Hazard Areas (Except for Underground Facilities); 

- Federal Regulations: Safety Regulations for Oil and Gas Industry; 

- Installation, Setup, and Commissioning Guidelines VMPL1.456.004 IM; 

- GOST 8.611-2013 National Uniform Measurement Assurance System. Gas Flow and Amount. 

Measurement Procedure with Ultrasonic Flow Rate Transducers. 

3.1.4 The cables and wires shall be connected only when de-energized and isolated from the power 

supply. 

3.1.5 The instrument belongs to Class I electric shock protection, GOST 12.2.007.0-75. 

3.1.6 The operating personnel shall receive training in the instrument maintenance procedures. 
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NEVER connect or disconnect the instrument cables and wires when the instrument is powered and 

being set up. 

3.1.7 In operation please do not change the time by more than ±2 hours relative to the current 

instrument clock time. You can change the time by more than ±2 hours within 2 minutes after the instrument 

is powered on. 

3.2 First Use 

3.2.1 Check the packaging integrity upon delivery. If the package is damaged, document it. 

3.2.2 In winter open the packaging in a heated room at least 12 hours after taking it indoors. 

3.2.3 Check the scope of delivery against Form VMPL1.456.004 FO. 

3.2.4 Upon delivery it is advised to maintain a MTBF log (see the form, Appendix A). The log should 

include the instrument name and number, the vendor name, and its operating data, i.e. the installation 

contractor, location, maintenance records indicating the fault, root cause, and repairs, etc. 

3.2.5 Unpack and visually inspect the instrument. Enter the unpacking event in the log, Form 

VMPL1.456.004 FО (Section 8). 

3.2.6 If the instrument is equipped with the Vympel-Axiflow control module, fully charge the 

КАМ200-00BK self-contained power supply module with the AZU.LI-4 charger. See Items 2.1, 2.2 

АЕТС.563112.002 RE. 

3.2.7 Install the instrument as described in Section 5.1.1. 

See Appendix E for the electric connection options; Appendix F for the electric diagram, Appendix 

G for the pin maps. 

See Section 3.9 for the commissioning procedure.

3.3 Product Operation 

3.3.1 General 

The instrument is designed to measure the volume of gas being transported or consumed. 

All the instrument components are installed on site. See Section 3.6 for the approved layout. 

Install the instrument on a straight pipe segment. 

WARNING: 

Any pressure reducers installed close to the measuring system’s location may generate acoustic 

interference and increase the number of faulty readings. In this event the Customer shall enclose 

the piping diagram with the order indicating the distance (pipe length) to the pressure reducer, 

its type, and operating pressure. As you design new products where Vympel-100 is to be used, 

install pressure reducers as far as possible from the instrument. Through analyzing the diagram 

(and directly measuring the acoustic interference level, if possible) the Manufacturer makes a 

decision whether an anti-interference instrument configuration can be used, or recommends the 

Customer to change the pipeline layout and install noise suppressors (like gas filters) 
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 3.3.2 Stand-Alone Product Operation 

See Appendix E for the Vympel-100 instrument connections in a stand-alone mode (option 1). 

3.3.2.1 If the system includes the BER-002-01 control module it is powered by the BP-001-01 

self-contained power supply unit. 

A portable PC can be used to download the logs and the intervention dataset.    

The piezoelectric sensors, the pressure transducer, and the resistance thermometer are connected to 

the control module with the cables included. 

3.3.2.2 If the system includes the Vympel-Axiflow control module it is powered by the KAM200-

00BK self-contained power supply unit.    

A portable PC can be used to download the logs and the intervention dataset.   

The piezoelectric sensors, the pressure transducer, and the resistance thermometer are connected to 

the control module with the cables included. 

3.3.3 Product Operation with Mains Power 

See Appendix E for the Vympel-100 instrument connections to the mains power supply, and a 

portable PC (option 2). 

The instrument’s regular power supply from the BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier. 

The instrument’s emergency power supply from the BP-001-01 intrinsically safe barrier. 

The BER-002-01 control module is connected to the intrinsically safe barrier with a cable compliant 

to GOST 30852.13-2002 (Section 12). 

The cable length shall not exceed 1,000 m. 

The data are transmitted between the measuring system and a PC through the BIZ-002-04 

intrinsically safe barrier over the HART protocol.  

For gas hazard monitoring a portable PC can be connected directly to the instrument. 

3.3.3.2 See Appendix E for the instrument connections to the mains power supply, and a portable 

PC for modem data transfer (option 3). 

The instrument’s regular power supply from the BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier. The 

instrument’s emergency power supply from the BP-001-01 intrinsically safe barrier. 

The data are transmitted between the measuring system and a PC through the BIZ-002-04 

intrinsically safe barrier and the WAVECOM FASTRACK GSM modem over the HART protocol. The 

modem command manual is available upon request. 

3.3.3.3 See Appendix E for the instrument connections to the mains power supply, and a portable 

PC through the interface module (option 4). 

3.3.4 The DRAN30-24 mains power adapter or an UPS, the KRAU2.222.004 intrinsically safe barrier 

are installed indoors in an explosion-proof area.  

3.3.5 When the instrument is powered from the self-contained power supply unit only (see Appendix 

E, option 1) a portable PC can be directly connected to the instrument for gas hazard monitoring. 
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3.4 Instrument Operation 

3.4.1 Uniterm software configures and tests Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter equipped with the

BER-002-01 control module 

          3.4.1.1 Overview 

  The instrument software is firmware. The system’s hardware and software transduce the measured 

values and process the data.  

 The firmware is stored in the non-volatile flash memory. The firmware is permanently installed; there 

are no tools or interfaces to upgrade it.  

 The firmware estimates in-service volumetric flow rate and gas volume; volumetric flow rate and gas 

volume converted to standard conditions; mass flow and gas mass (natural and free oil gas included); 

transfers measurement results; configure and self-check the instrument; store the measured data.  

  The firmware is installed by the manufacturer as the instrument is configured and calibrated. It is not 

user-upgradable. 

          The firmware is certified for metrological applications. The anti-tampering protection level is “high” 

and compliant to R 50.2.077-2014. 

          To check the firmware compliance, please, turn the instrument on.    

          Upon powering up the firmware performs a number of self-checks. It checks the configuration data 

integrity and the program code validity by calculating and displaying the checksum.  

          The indicator shows the following data: 

          - firmware ID name; 

          - firmware version number; 

          - firmware checksum. 

These data should match the values listed in Table 14. 

Table 14 

ID number Value 

Firmware ID name fmeb-001 

Firmware version number 1.0 

Firmware checksum D3953B18 

Firmware Checksum Algorithm 

CRC-32 
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  Uniterm is a GUI Windows application. It runs on a PC and monitors the measurements, configures 

the instrument, downloads the logs and the intervention dataset from Vympel-100 instruments. 

  3.4.1.2 The software supports the following functions: 

  - connecting up to 16 instruments to a PC (the number can be increased on the customer’s or operator’s 

order); 

 - configure (setup) the instrument by uploading service-specific data into the control module’s 

nonvolatile memory; 

 - download the current absolute medium pressure, temperature; 

         - download instantaneous medium flow rate (for in-service and converted to standard conditions); 

cumulative volume converted to standard conditions; 

 - download natural gas calorific value and the flow rates for in-service and standard cumulative 

calorific value; 

         - modify the instrument analysis procedures (medium and metering unit properties) with user access 

control; 

 - maintain measurement databases; 

         - download hourly and daily medium pressures, temperatures, flow rates, calorific values for in-service 

and converted to standard conditions, and save the data to the database; 

         - access the logs stored in the control module’s non-volatile memory; 

 - synchronize the instrument’s and the PC clocks. 

         3.4.1.3 Software Installation and Running 

  Uniterm software does not require any installation. Just copy the folder with the executable file to any 

folder on the hard drive.  

   The software is compatible with all the Vympel-100 firmware versions starting from V1.0.0. 

  Uniterm system requires: 

  - Microsoft Windows XP or higher; 

  - CPU 1.4 GHz or higher; 

  - 1 Gb RAM or higher; 

  - over 2.0 Gb free disk space;   

  - USB or serial interface. 

   Run «run_uniterm».  

   A dialog is displayed for entering a login, a password, and run the application with Russian or English 

user interface. 

User access level Login Password 

User хххххх хххххх 

Authorized user хххххх хххххх 

Service хххххх хххххх 

Figure 4 
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The authorization procedure determines the current user’s privileges. 

The user access levels are (Fig. 4): 

- full access to all the functions and service configuration: for the manufacturer’s experts only; 

- Operator and Authorized Operator configurable access levels are intended for the customer’s 

personnel. The set of editable parameters for each access level is customized on an ad hoc basis as agreed 

by the manufacturer and the customer. 

3.4.1.4 Software Overview 

          After the correct login and password have been entered and an interface language has been selected, 

the main window is displayed (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 

There is a cluster of buttons at the top of the window: 

- “Reports”: The reports dialog is displayed; 

- “Monitoring”: The Monitoring dialog is displayed; 

- “Change password”: The password change dialog is displayed; 

- “Scan Modbus RTU”: the software scans the ports and connects to the instruments that support 

the Modbus RTU protocol; 

- “Scan HART”: the software scans the ports and connects to the instruments that support the 

HART protocol; 
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- “Scan TCP Modbus”: the software scans the ports and connects to the instruments that support 

the TCP Modbus protocol; 

- “TCP Modbus Setup”: the TCP Modbus protocol settings window is displayed; 

- “Background Monitoring On/Off”: turns the background monitoring feature on and off; 

- “LOG:”: turns data logging to the gas flow rate file on or off. 

         3.4.1.5 Connecting to the Instrument 

         Select the button corresponding to the protocol used:  “Modbus RTU”,  “HART” or 

 “TCP Modbus”. 

The Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter uses the HART protocol.

         After clicking the button if the instrument is found, the status line (Fig. 6) is displayed. The line shows 

the COM port number where the instrument is connected, the instrument name, flow rates for in-service and 

standard conditions, flow velocity, cumulative flow rate, pressure, and temperature for in-service and 

standard conditions.  

         The active errors and the internal instrument clock readings are also shown. There is a button to 

synchronize the instrument clock to the PC clock. 
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Figure 6 

          3.4.1.6 Time Synchronization 

          To synchronize time click the Synch Time button. The time displayed in the status line is updated 

with the PC time.  

          Synchronization is possible if the time difference does not exceed two hours.  

          Otherwise the Cannot Synchronize warning is displayed (Figure 7).  

          In this case you can correct the time within two minutes after turning the instrument off and on again. 

Figure 7 

         For more information on the time synchronization error move the cursor over the instrument’s clock 

readings.  

         A second later a hint is displayed next to the cursor (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 

      WARNING: When you connect the instrument to a PC for the first time the difference between 

the clock readings may exceed two hours. In that case the regular time synchronization procedure is 

inapplicable. Turn the instrument power off, then turn it on again and synchronize time within two 

minutes after the instrument’s reboot. 

3.4.1.7 Displaying Diagrams 

To display a diagram click once the connected instrument’s status line. A panel at the window bottom 

is activated. It shows flow rate, pressure and temperature diagrams for in-service and standard conditions 

(Figure 9).  

The diagram control buttons are displayed at its right side. 

- buttons to show and hide flow rate, pressure and temperature diagrams; 

- buttons to activate/deactivate automatic diagram scaling; 

- manual zoom buttons, min and max scale fields. 

Figure 9 

3.4.1.8 Viewing and Changing the Settings  

Click Detailed Info in the main window to access detailed instrument info and settings (Figure 10). 
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  Figure 10 

The instrument information and settings tree, the selected settings panel, and the diagram panel are 

displayed in the main window (Figure 11). 

There buttons shown below the tree and settings panel are: 

- Download Tags from the Instrument: to read the instrument’s settings and information; 

- Upload All Changes: to save new settings to the instrument; 

- Save to File: to save the current settings and instrument info to the configuration file; 

- Load from File: to load settings and instrument info from the configuration file. 

  Figure 11 
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To view the instrument info and settings click the appropriate tree node. 

The info and/or settings related to the selected tree node are displayed on the right panel. To 

expand/collapse the tree double click a node. 

        Info 
As this node is selected, the right panel shows the following: 

         - instrument serial No.; 

- firmware name and version; 

- firmware checksum; 

- expected sonic velocity (estimated by the instrument); 

- measured temperature; 

- measured pressure; 

- pressure transducer type and serial No.; 

- pressure transducer upper measuring limit. 

The Info node also contains the following items: 

- error codes; 

- sensor frequency response functions; 

- noise RMS; 

- sensor properties; 

     - instant velocities; 

- reference flow rate properties (average sonic velocity, average flow velocity); 

- cumulative flow rate; 

- hourly flow rate; 

- daily flow rate; 

- temperature. 

 The application window configurations are shown in Figs. 12 – 14 

Fig. 12 — Cumulative flow 
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Fig. 13 — Hourly flow and other properties 

Fig. 14 — Measured resistive thermometer’s resistance 

    Settings 

       This node enables to set up the instrument for specific operating conditions. The node contains the 

following items: 

       Geometry: to specify the instrument internal diameter, acoustic path length, and piezoelectric sensor 

tilt angle. These settings are entered during the initial (manufacturer’s) calibration. 

       Test Parameters: the parameters of the piezoelectric sensor testing procedure. The values depend on 

the sensor, flowcell properties, and operating conditions. These settings are entered by the experts at the 

commissioning stage. 

Settings: these settings are entered by the experts at the commissioning stage. 

The application window configurations are shown in Figs. 15 – 17 
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Figure 15 — Geometry 

Figure 16 — Piezoelectric Sensor Test Parameters 
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Figure 17 — Settings 

       Flow rate settings (Figs. 18-19): 

       - commercial day begins at: 10:00 (default value); 

       - temperature sensor type: specified in the sensor manual; 

       - pipeline material: specified in the instrument manual; 

       - medium: “natural gas”, “air”, or “other”; 

       - natural gas density analysis procedure: selected by the operator; 

        - flow rate moving average window width: number of points used to estimate average values; 

        - flow rate threshold: min flow value; the instruments measures zero flow below the threshold; 

        - upper and lower flow rate limits: the values define the flow rate range where the instrument’s declared 

accuracy is guaranteed; 

        - flow direction: straight or reverse; 

        - barometric pressure: the parameter is used if a barometric pressure transducer is installed;  

        - gas density in normal conditions: the parameter is used in NX19 or GERG91 analysis procedures. It 

is not used in AGA8; 

        - component mole fractions: the values depend on the selected compressibility factor estimation 

procedure.    
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Figure 18 — Flow rate settings 

Figure 19 — Component mole fractions 

Emulation (Figure 20): this setting switches the instrument into the emulation mode: the measured 

in-service flow rate, pressure, and temperature values are replaced with the specified constants. 
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Figure 20 — Emulation 

Service settings (Figure 21): the parameters are entered by the experts at the commissioning stage. 

Figure 21 — Service settings 

         Network settings (Figure 22): the instrument’s network address. 
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Figure 22 — Network settings 

    Medium property settings (Figures 23 – 26) are used if the medium is not natural gas or air.    

          These settings are entered by the manufacturer’s experts as the instrument is set up to the customer’s 

specifications. 

Figure 23 — Medium property settings. Medium Density 

Figure 24 — Medium property settings. Medium Density. Density table 
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Figure 25 — Medium property settings. Estimated sonic velocity 

Figure 26 — Medium property settings. Estimated sonic velocity. Estimated sonic velocity table 

To change the settings click the appropriate parameter in the right panel, enter a new value, and press 

Enter. 

To save the new settings click Upload All Changes. A window confirming successful tag uploading 

to the instrument is displayed (Figure 27). 

Figure 27 
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Uniterm user access rights define whether the settings can be modified. The access level is identified 

after a user has been authorized.

As a rule, the standard access level allows to modify the following settings: 

- barometric pressure; 

- gas density in standard conditions; 

- component mole fractions. 

All the instrument settings entered during its initial (manufacturer’s) calibration and commissioning 

are saved to the configuration files. 

3.4.1.9 Using Logs (Monitoring Feature) 

Click Monitoring to open the Monitoring dialog (Figure 28). 

Figure 28 

          Click the FROM button at the window top and specify the logging start time. 

          Click the TO button and specify the logging end time. Select the monitoring interval: “Minite 

monitoring” or “Hour monitoring” (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29 

         Click the Read! button and click OK in the next window (Figure 30). 

Figure 30 

The next window shows monitoring results in the selected scale as tables and diagrams (Figure 31). 
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Figure 31 

       The monitoring results (logs) can be saved by clicking the Export to File button. 

       3.4.1.10 Reporting 

        Click Reports to generate reports. The Reports dialog is displayed (Figure 32). 

Figure 32 

          Specify Reporting Period by successively entering Start and End values. Select Report Type: Hourly 

or Daily, whether to Include the Intervention Protocol, select the instrument from the Instruments list, click 

OK.  
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A sample report: 

REPORT 

Hourly Utility Product Properties Log 

Organization: OOO NPO Vympel 

Instrument Name: Vympel-100 

Configuration name: 13-Apr-2015 09:56 

Instrument serial number: 15010123 

Flowcell inner diameter 50.0 mm 

Pipeline material: Steel grade 20 

Distance between sensors: 150.0 mm 

Barometric pressure: 99.7 kPa 

Pressure transducer type: Abs. 

Pressure transducer serial number: 150143289 

Medium: Natural gas 

Gas density at standard conditions: 0.9993 kg/mЗ 

Algorithm GERG91 mod. 

Reporting period: 28-May-2015 10:00 to 29-May-2015 10:00 

Time Error Temperature, С 
Pressure, 

MPa 
In-service flow 

rate, m3 
Flow rate, st. 

cond.m3 

Cumulative 
hear capacity, 

HJ 

2015-05-28 11:00 0 15.94 3.96 11.45 520.38 0 

2015-05-28 12:00 PM 0 15.87 4.03 105.35 4878.21 0 

2015-05-28 1:00 PM 0 15.75 4.16 75.71 3616.65 0 

2015-05-28 2:00 PM 0 15.68 4.16 124.41 5952.38 0 

2015-05-28 3:00 PM 0 15.65 4.16 124.44 5956.29 0 

2015-05-28 16:00 0 15.64 4.17 124.75 5970.90 0 

2015-05-28 5:00 PM 0 15.11 4.16 124.93 5978.25 0 

2015-05-28 18:00 0 15.72 4.16 120.77 5776.51 0 

2015-05-28 19:00 0 15.86 4.17 106.1 5080.51 0 

2015-05-28 20:00 0 15.85 4.17 101.91 4881.76 0 

2015-05-28 21:00 0 15.52 4.17 93.73 4496.93 0 
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Time Error Temperature, С 
Pressure, 

MPa 
In-service flow 

rate, m3 
Flow rate, st. 

cond., m3 

Cumulative 
hear capacity, 

HJ 

2015-05-28 22:00 0 15.11 4.18 93.78 4500.57 0 

2015-05-28 23:00 0 15.94 4.18 90.08 4325.36 0 

2015-05-29 00:00 0 15.87 4.18 84.99 4084.38 0 

2015-05-29 01:00 0 15.75 4.18 90.55 4350.54 0 

5/29/2015 2:00 AM 0 15.68 4.17 108.72 5213.59 0 

5/29/2015 3:00 AM 0 15.65 4.16 126.62 6052.11 0 

5/29/2015 4:00 AM 0 15.64 4.16 125.12 5980.01 0 

5/29/2015 5:00 AM 0 15.63 4.16 124.13 5931.38 0 

5/29/2015 6:00 AM 0 15.72 4D6 121.85 5820.8 0 

5/29/2015 7:00 AM 0 15.86 4.15 120.73 5765.82 0 

5/29/2015 8:00 AM 0 15.85 4.15 119.69 5715.18 0 

5/29/2015 9:00 AM 0 15.52 4.16 119.01 5681.91 0 

5/29/2015 10:00 
AM 

0 15.11 4.16 124.93 5978.25 

Total 2563.76 122510.64 0.0 

Intervention Log 

Time Parameter Previous value New value 

11:20 28-05-15 Commercial day begins at 10 8 

11:20 28-05-15 Commercial day begins at 8 10 

11:34 AM 28-05-15 System time 11:36 28-05-15 11:34 28-05-15 

12:49 28-05-15 Gas density in standard conditions 0.98 0.99 

12:49 28-05-15 Carbon dioxide content 0.005 0.006 

12:49 28-05-15 Nitrogen content 0.000 0.002 

13:18 28 05 15 Gas density in standard conditions 0.99 0.9993 

13:18 28-05-15 Carbon dioxide content 0.006 0.007 

13:18 28-05-15 Nitrogen content 0.002 0.003 
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         3.4.2 Using the instrument equipped with Vympel-Axiflow VMPL5.857.004 control module in a 

telemetry mode 

 3.4.2.1 Overview 

         The Vympel-Axiflow VMPL5.857.004 control module enables gas flow rates measurements and 

logging in a stand-alone mode (powered from the integrated power supply). It also has a built-in telemetry 

unit.  

          The module is designed to be integrated with control systems, utility consumption, and revenue 

metering systems. 

          The module performs automated data exchange with the data gathering and processing station using 

wireless GSM (GPRS) as the primary channel, and CSD as a backup channel. 

          The Vympel-Axiflow VMPL5.857.004 control module consists of the following components: 

          - a PCB similar to the PCB used in the BER-002-1 VMPL5.857.002-01 control module 

  - the КАМ200-10BK telemetry (CPU) module, part number the АЕТС.468157.032; 

          - the КАМ200-00BK self-contained power supply unit, part number АЕТS.563112.003, or КАМ200-

00, configuration 4; 

  - a backup power supply unit, part number VMPL5.087.003. 

          Note: It is recommended to use the AZU.LI-4 charger (part number AETS.436234.003) to charge the 

KAM200-00BK self-contained power supply unit. 

          The КАМ200-10BK CPU module is connected to the control module’s PCB with a flat cable. 

          The CPU module and the PCB are covered with a cover (part number АЕТС.745525.001). It is 

security-sealed for access control. 

          The module is equipped with the Glead GSM_WA900L1_S400 mm antenna, GSM900/1800.  

          There is a NC micro switch to control the cover opening/closing. 

          WARNING: As the stand-alone power supply module is replaced, the PCB automatically 

switches to the backup power supply so the gas flow measurement and logging is not interrupted. 

Vympel-Axiflow module (part number VMPL5.857.004) supports the following stand-alone 

operating modes: 

1) active mode:

- the module’s PCB measures and logs medium properties and alerts 

- data exchange between the module’s PCB and the telemetry module over the internal data bus; 

    - connection to a server or a centralized control workstation via CSD/GPRS wireless channels; for 

redundancy, two SIM cards are used; 

- connection to a local computer via USB for the instrument setup; 

          - real-time (session) data exchange (current and history data, incoming control signals, settings 

uploads) with a centralized control facility. 

         The max operation time in the active mode is timer-limited to prevent the sand-along power supply 

module from being damaged. 

2) energy-saving mode:

          - the module’s PCB measures and logs medium properties and alerts 

          - the module switches to the active mode on the session timer commands; 

          - switching to the active mode on alarm conditions triggered by the internal sensors and the software. 
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3) energy-saving mode with the GSM channel monitoring:

         - the module’s PCB measures and logs medium properties and alerts 

         - the module switches to the active mode on the session timer commands; 

         - switching to the active mode on alarm conditions triggered by the internal sensors and the software; 

         - the module switches to the active mode on the top level system command (operator’s request). 

Figure 33 — Slots and Indicators 

Vympel-Axiflow control module, part number 

VMPL5.857.004 

(button) 

ALARM 

MODE 
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          The КАМ200-10BK telemetry module (controller) has 4 LEDs. The LED signals are listed in 

Table 15. 

Table 15 —– CPU module LED signals 

LED LED State Module State Remarks 

1 2 3 4 

GSM 

(GSM network 

authorization 

status) 

Off GSM stack is off 

No GSM modem power (IDLE1 mode in 

on); the MODE LED provides detailed 

information 

Steady on 

No GSM 

network 

authorization 

- SIM card is missing or invalid 

- low GSM signal (or antenna fault); 

- the selected mobile network is 

unavailable; 

- the module’s malfunction 

Flashes at 1 Hz 
GSM network 

authorization successful 
– 

Flashes at 2 Hz 
Backup CSD channel is 

used 

The GPRS LED provides detailed 

information 

Asynchronous 

flashes at about 

1-2 Hz 

The module is in the 

IDLE2 mode 
– 

GPRS 

(GPRS 

connection 

status) 

Off 
No  

GPRS connection 

The module is on one of the IDLE mods; 

the GSM and MODE LEDs provide 

detailed information 

Steady on Switching to IDLE1 Less than 5 sec 

Flashes at 0.5 

Hz 

Establishing a GPRS or 

TCP/IP connection over 

the CSD channel 

The GPRS LED provides detailed 

information 

Flashes at 2 Hz 

GPRS or TCP/IP 

connection over the CSD 

channel has been 

established 

The GPRS LED provides detailed 

information 
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Table 15 (continued) 

1 2 3 4 

GPRS 

(GPRS connection 

status) 
Flashes at 5 Hz 

Data exchange with the 

I/O server over the 

MODBUS TCP 

protocol 

The GSM LED indicates which channel (GPRS 

or CSD) is active 

2 short flashes at 

1 Hz 

Log files uploading to 

FTP 
Over the GPRS channel only 

4 short flashes at 

1 Hz 
Firmware update Over the GPRS channel only 

MODE 

(indicates the 

module’s operating 

mode) 

Off 

The module is off or is 

in one of the IDLE 

modes (no active 

measurements) 

Regardless of the mode (including the standby 

mode) the LED is on as the input signals are 

measured. The polling interval is user-

configurable 

Steady on 

The module is in the 

continues measurement 

mode 

Flashes at 1 Hz The controller is active 

ALARM 

(indicates if any 

alarms are active) 

Off 

No alarms of the 

measurement function is 

off 

The MODE LED provides detailed information 

Flashes or on 

when the MODE 

LED is also on 

There is an alarm 

There are “frozen” and “steady” alarms. The 

LED indicates any alarms. A “frozen” alarm is 

cleared only after it has been forwarded to the 

remote I/O server 

         3.4.2.2 Using the instrument equipped with the Vympel-Axiflow control module (part number 

VMPL5.857.004) as a telemetry system component 

         3.4.2.2.1 Controller configuration  

         There are several controller configuration options: 

      - with a TELNET terminal over USB, or a GSM network, i.e. over a CSD connection if the controller’s 

SIM card phone number is available; 

         - using SMS commands. 

         The following hardware and software is used to configure the controller settings: 

         - a Windows PC with a USB port; 

         - a mini-USB to connect the instrument to a PC; 

         - the controller driver installed on the PC (USBDriverInstaller.exe is an installer enclosed with the 

instrument) to connect over USB;   

      - a terminal application supporting serial interfaces and the TELNET protocol, UTF-8 encoding 

(TERATERM.exe is an installer enclosed with the instrument). 

          WARNING: Configure the instrument with a PC in an explosion-proof area. 
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          If it is required to configure the instrument in an explosive hazard area, use the wireless configuration 

mode over CSD (see below). 

         3.4.2.2.2 Instrument configuration via direct connection 

         The procedure is as follows: 

1) Connect the PC to the instrument with a USB (PC) to mini-USB (instrument) cable;

2) Run the terminal application that supports data exchange with slave devices over TELNET client

serial interfaces; 

3) Specify the port (COM port) connected to the controller (e.g., СОМ1).

         Note: You can check the COM port number in Windows Device Manager, Modems tab. The modem 

types are Sierra Wireless Device or Wavecom modem;  

4) Enter the default controller communication settings:

         - Baud rate: 115200 bit/sec; 

         - Data bits: 8; 

         - Parity: No; 

         - Stop bits: 1; 

         - Dataflow management: No. 

         As a Usb cable is connected to the CPU module, the instrument is activated automatically. 

5) Wait till the TELNET connection window appears.

         The TELNET window is displayed automatically after the initial connection to the instrument is 

established. For forced TELNET connection enter the AT+TERMINAL terminal in the application window. 

         If the TELNET connection is not established, diagnostic messages are sent to the port. You can turn 

the diagnostic messages on or off with the following command: AT+DEBUG=0 or 1, respectively. 

         The window (Fig. 34) appears. Enter the password (default: “22222”). 

Figure 34 

          The next window (Fig. 35) is the TELNET terminal menu. It is designed to view the current 

instrument settings, and perform detailed configuration of the module communication to the top level system 

settings. 
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Figure 35 

          The Controller menu item (Fig. 36) shows the CPU module’s firmware and hardware versions. 

Figure 36 

The item has the following subitems: 

- Firmware File: filename of the current GSM chip firmware, the CPU module; 

          - Build Date: build date and time of the current GSM chip firmware, the CPU module; 

- Chip ID: GSM chip ID, the CPU module; 

- Chip Type: GSM chip type, the CPU module; 

- OS Version: current OS version, GSM chip, the CPU module; 


Use ↑ and ↓,buttons to move the cursor up and down; use ← and → to enter the submenu 

and to exit it. Press Enter to select a menu item, and to activate commands. 
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The Status menu item (Fig. 37) shows the current state of the CPU and its peripheral devices. 

Figure 37 

The item has the following subitems: 

- RSSI: GSM signal level (0 to 100%); 

- SIM Status: the SIM card used to authorize with the GPRS network (SIM1 Installed/SIM2 

Installed/No SIM). This menu item is available only if the CPU module supports two SIM cards; 

- GSM: GSM network authorization status (Not authorized/Authorized); 

- GPRS: GPRS network authorization status (Not authorized/Current IP); 

- Channel: the channel used for data exchange with remote servers (GPRS/CSD); 

- Connection to Server: shows if connection to the top level server is currently established; 

- CPU Temp: show the current main module’s CPU temperature; 

- Status: shows the state of the CPU and its peripheral devices. 



 The Status property is a bit mask encoded as follows: 

- Bit 0: sensor alarm (1: alarm; 0: no alarm); 

- Bit 1: controller alarm (1: there are errors; 0: no errors); 

- Bit 2: battery charge level (1: below 20%, 0: over 20%); 

- Bit 3: sensor failure (: failure, 0: OK). 

- Logs Upload Status: shows the status of the logs uploaded from the controller to the FTP server. 



 The Logs Upload Status property takes the following values: 

- Standby: no pending log upload jobs; 

- Module [type] No. X: shows what module X (where X is the module number, 0 to 15) of 

what type (sys: system; tlm: telemetry) is uploading the logs to the FTP server. 
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- DOTA Status: shows the remote firmware update status. 



 The DOTA Status property takes the following values: 

- Standby: no pending remote firmware upload jobs; 

- Downloading from FTP: the firmware is being downloaded from the FTP server; 

- Module Firmware Updater: the firmware is transferred to the nodules; 

- Installation: the firmware is being installed; 

- Checking for Updates: checking for new firmware versions available on the FTP server; 

- Job Code: the jobs currently running on the controller’ CPU module; 



 Job Code is a bitmask that shows what services are currently running (1: service is 

running, 0: service is inactive): 

- Bit 0: telemetry service (TLMTR); 

- Bit 1: energy saving mode (IDLE); 

- Bit 2: light indicator service (LED); 

- Bit 3: GSM network monitoring service (GSM MON); 

- Bit 4: TCP/IP stack access service (NET); 

- Bit 5: GPRS authorization service (BEARER); 

- Bit 6: service for connecting to the server and data exchange over the MODBUS TCP 

protocol; 

- Bit 7: voice call handling service (CALL); 

- Bit 8: service for data exchange over RS-232 interface, MODBUS TCP protocol; 

- Bit 9: service for TELNET connection over USB (TELNET); 

- Bit 10: menu rendering service (MENU); 

- Bit 11: NTP server time synchronization service (NTP); 

- Bit 12: remote GSM chip firmware update service (DOTA); 

- Bit 13: FTP server connection and data exchange service (NTP); 

- Bit 14: GSM chip flash memory service (FLASH); 

- Bit 15: programmable GSM chip reboot service (RESET); 

- Bit 16: system events logging service (JOURNAL). 

- Command Code: commands currently executed by the controller; 



 Command Code is a bitmask that shows what commands are currently running (1: 

command is running, 0: command is inactive): 

- Bit 0: installation; 

- Bit 1: reboot; 

- Bit 2: switching to IDLE1; 

- Bit 3: switching to IDLE2; 

- Bit 4: quitting the program. 

- Error Code: errors of the commands currently executed by the controller; 


 Error Code is a bitmask similar to Command Code. It shows what errors are currently 

active (1: there is an error, 0: there is no error): 

- App Runs: number of controller activations since this parameter has been reset; 

- Software Reboots: number of regular controller reboots since this parameter has been reset; 

- Active Work Time: controller’s running time in active mode (seconds); 
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- IDLE1 Work Time: controller’s running time in the IDLE1 mode (seconds); 

- IDLE2 Work Time: controller’s running time in the IDLE2 mode (seconds); 

- Work Time Reset: resets the work timers.  

  Reset the timers when the instrument is installed on site. 

The Module menu item (Fig. 38) shows the module-to-module data exchange status, the controller 

hardware, the module structure, its status, hardware and software versions. 

Figure 38 

The Data Exchange item has the following subitems: 

- Module Time: current built-in clock time; 

- Firmware Version: current firmware version of the selected module; 

- Build Date: build date and time of the firmware version for the selected module; 

- Status Code: the module status code; 

- Peripherals: number of peripheral devices (one of them is the instrument’s module); 

- Discrete Inputs: number of controllable discrete inputs (one is reserved for the module cover 

opening signal). 


 The Status Code property is a bit mask. It is used for controller diagnostics by the 

manufacturer. 

          The System Log submenu contains the module log parameters (Fig. 39). 

  For the system log the item has the following subitems: 

          - New Entries: number of new entries in the system log (since the last uploading to the FTP server); 

          - System Log Size: max number of entries in the system log; 

          - No. of Entries to be Uploaded: number of system log entries to be uploaded; 

          - Delete System Log: delete all the system log entries; 

          - Upload Log [com]: upload the system log via a COM port; 

          - Upload Log [ftp]: upload the system log to FTP- server. 
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Figure 39 

          The Logs menu item (Fig. 40) contains telemetry log upload commands. 

Figure 40 
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        The menu is as follow: 

        - Upload Telemetry: upload all the telemetry logs; 

        - Re-Upload Logs (YES/NO): activates/deactivates automated logs re-uploading in the next session if 

the previous attempt has failed;  

        - Logs Not Uploaded: whether there are any logs not uploaded to the server; 

        - Logs Not Uploaded (G, S, T): whether there are any logs not uploaded:  

        - G: GSM network connection log;  

        - S: system diagnostics log; 

        - T: telemetry parameters log.  

        - Logs Not Uploaded (E): whether the intervention log is not uploaded;   

        - Logs Not Uploaded (C): whether the gas consumption log is not uploaded;  

        - Logs Not Uploaded (P): whether the gas pressure log is not uploaded;   

        - Delete All Logs: deletes all entries in all the logs. 



 The logs are bounded buffers. As a log is over 90% full, it is automatically uploaded to 

the FTP server;  

 The system logs can be uploaded both to an FTP server or to a USB port with the TELNET 

menu commands. 



 While uploading and deleting the logs note the following: 

- all the logs are uploaded one by one; wait till a log uploading is completed before 

uploading the next log; 

- all the logs are deleted one by one; wait till a log deleting is completed before deleting 

the next log. 

 Delete the system logs when the instrument is installed on site. 

          To view the gas flow rate measurement settings and correction factors go to AXIFLOW menu item. 

It contains the submenu shown in Fig. 41. 

Figure 41 

         The PARAMETERS submenu shows the instrument settings (see Figs. 42 and 43). 
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 Figure 42 

Figure 43 
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The same submenu contains some third-level subitems: 

- GAS CONTENT (see Fig. 44); 

Figure 44 

 - DENSITY TABLE (see Fig. 45); 

Figure 45 
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         - VELOCITY TABLE (see Fig. 46); 

Figure 46 

        - DYNAMIC VISCOSITY TABLE (see Fig. 47); 

Figure 47 

        The MEASUREMENT RESULTS submenu shows the measured gas properties (see Fig. 48). 
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Figure 48 

         The same submenu contains some third-level subitems related to engineering and measured 

parameters: 

        - INSTRUMENT SETTINGS (see Fig. 49); 

Figure 49 

         - CHANNEL FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS (see Fig. 50); 

Figure 50 

        - NOISE RMS (see Fig. 51); 

Figure 51 
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        - SENSOR 1 (see Fig. 52); 

Figure 52 

         - SENSOR 2 (see Fig. 53); 

Figure 53 

         - INSTANT DATA (see Fig. 54); 

Figure 54 

       - INSTANT FLOW RATE (see Fig. 55); 

Figure 55 
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         - CUMULATIVE DATA (see Fig. 56); 

Figure 56 

        - HOURLY FLOW (see Fig. 57); 

Figure 57 

        - DAILY FLOW (see Fig. 58); 

Figure 58 

         - TIME DATA (see Fig. 59); 

Figure 59 
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The LOGS submenu shows the history logs data (see Fig. 60 for the parameter logs). 

Figure 60 

          The log tabs as shown in Fig. 61 are standard. They list the basic values. 

Figure 61 

The tabs show parameters for each log type, and contain log upload controls: 

- UPLOAD TO [FTP], entries: on this command the telemetry module reads the selected log, shows 

the number of entries read, and uploads the read data to the top level FTP server; 

- UPLOAD TO [COM], entries: on this command the telemetry module reads the selected log, 

shows the number of entries read, and uploads the read data to a locally connected computer. 

- NEW ENTRIES: number of log entries since the last uploading to the top level server. 

The INTERFACE submenu shows settings for the CPU module to the instrument module data 

exchange interface settings (see Fig. 62).
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Figure 62 

To view the parameters and the controller’s discrete input settings select Discrete Inputs in the 

TELNET terminal’s main menu (Fig. 63). 

Figure 63 

  The item has the following subitems: 

          - Di frz: a bitmask representing frozen discrete input alarms, from right to left: 0: OK; 1: alarm. An 

alarm is frozen till it is forwarded to the top level. Then the frozen alarm is converted into an ongoing one; 

          - Di0: current pin status of the selected discrete input; 

          The submenu (Fig. 64) has the following subitems (the menu may differ depending on the software 

version): 

- #0 Pin Name, #1 Pin Name: text pin name; 

- Mode 0: discrete input mode (pin #1); 

- Mode 1: discrete input mode (pin #2); 

- Mode: discrete input mode (both pins); 

- Inverse 0: discrete input pin #1 inversion (open: alarm; closed: OK); Off (deactivated)/On 

(activated); 

- Inverse 1: discrete input pin #2 inversion (open: alarm; closed: OK); Off (deactivated)/On 

(activated); 

- Polling Interval 0: discrete input pin #1 state polling and handling time, sec; 

- Polling Interval 1: discrete input pin #2 state polling and handling time, sec; 
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          -Initial Value 0: the initial counter value when the count is activated on the discrete input’s first pin; 

          -Initial Value 1: the initial counter value when the count is activated on the discrete input’s second 

pin. 

Figure 64 



The controller’s discrete input supports one of the following modes: 

Mode 

number 

Discrete input pin #1 Discrete input pin #2 

0 signal processing off signal processing off 

1 signal processing and alarm analysis on signal processing off 

2 signal processing off 
signal processing and  

alarm analysis on 

3 signal processing and alarm analysis on 
signal processing and  

alarm analysis on 

4 signal processing on, no alarm analysis 
signal processing on, no alarm analysis  

alarm analysis on 

5 signal processing and alarm analysis on Count mode 

6 Count mode 
signal processing and alarm analysis on 

alarm analysis on 

7 Count mode Count mode 

8 signal processing off Count mode 

9 Count mode signal processing off 

10 signal processing on, no alarm analysis Count mode 

11 Count mode 
signal processing on, no alarm analysis  

alarm analysis on 

12 signal processing and alarm analysis on 
signal processing on, no alarm analysis  

alarm analysis on 

13 signal processing on, no alarm analysis 
signal processing and alarm analysis on 

alarm analysis on 

14 signal processing off 
signal processing on, no alarm analysis  

alarm analysis on 

15 signal processing on, no alarm analysis signal processing off 
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          - Conversion Factor 0: number of pulses per a physical unit of measurement on the discrete input’s 

first pin; 

          - Conversion Factor 1: number of pulses per a physical unit of measurement on the discrete input’s 

second pin; 

  Changing Initial Value or Conversion Factor settings, or changing the discrete input 

mode resets the corresponding counter input.  

          - Logging 0: activation (On)/deactivation (Off) of the change logging mode for the discrete input’s 

first pin; 

          - Logging 1: activation (On)/deactivation (Off) of the change logging mode for the discrete input’s 

second pin; 

          - To setup the controller to the top level system data exchange via mobile network (server connection 

settings), and to identify the controller for the top level system, please, go to the Settings menu (see Fig. 

65). 

Figure 65 

Figure 66 
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The GPRS menu (see Fig. 66) contains the following items: 

- Default SIM: the SIM card used upon the controller activation by default (SIM1/SIM2); 

- Switch SIM: manual switching between the SIM cards; 

- Use BC: use the backup channel. Yes: backup channel activated; No: backup channel deactivated. 

When it is deactivated, the default SIM card is used. 

- SIM Status: shows the SIM card status (SIM1/SIM2 installed / SIM1/SIM2 removed); 

- SIM1/SIM2 Settings: a SIM card’s settings menu (see Fig. 66). Here you can specify the PIN code, 

the APN server (its address, login, and password) and the SIM card phone number;  

- Server: the top level server’s IP address; 

- Port: number of the TCP/IP port used by the top level server; 

- Number of Connections: number of attempts to connect to the top-level server; 

- Connect: connecting to the top level server. 

The SIM Settings submenu shows the configurable parameters for each controller’s SIM card (Fig. 

67): 

Figure 67 

- PIN: the PIN code of the SIM card used; 

- APN: name of the mobile network’s APN server; 

- Password: password for the specified APN server; 

- Login: login for the specified APN server; 

- Phone Number: the controller’ SIM card phone number. 

  Please ask your mobile provider for the APN server settings. 

To setup the backup channel transferring data to the top level system, go to the CSD menu item and 

enter the settings provided by the mobile network. 

 

 The backup channel is CSD (fax) over TCP/IP (PPP connection). To operate the channel, 

there should be a modem pool on the server side; also, a RAS modem connection should 

be set up (for Windows). 

The CSD submenu is shown in Fig. 68. 
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Figure 68 

       The submenu contains the SIM1/SIM Settings items also shown in Fig. 69. 

Figure 69 

          The authorization details (phone number, login and password) are specified for each SIM card 

separately. 

          The Logs submenu lets you specify the FTP server settings, and edit the controller’ GSM chip system 

logs (Fig. 70). 

Figure 70 

         The item has the following subitems: 

         - Password: password to the FTP server used for the logs uploading; 

         - Login: login to the FTP server used for the logs uploading; 

         - Server: IP address or name of the FTP server; 

    - Number of Connections: number of attempts to connect to the FTP server; 

         - Number of New Entries: number of new entries in the GSM chip system log since the last uploading 

to the FTP server; 

         - Delete: delete all the GSM chip system log entries; 

         - Upload [COM]: upload the GSM chip system over a COM port; 

         - Upload [FTP]: upload the GSM chip system over the FTP server.
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  As the controller is installed on site, it is recommended to periodically delete the GSM chip 

system log. 

          The NTP submenu contains the CPU module’s real time clock synchronization settings (Fig, 71). 

Figure 71 

          The item has the following subitems: 

          - DST: activating (Yes)/ deactivating (No) the automatic daylight saving time feature; 

          - Time Zone: КАМ200 controller’s location time zone; 

          - Synchronization Period: time synchronization period (days); 

          The name/IP address of the NTP server last used for synchronization is applied. 

          - Server No. 1…5: addresses of NTP servers used to synchronize time; 


 NTP servers may be closed or their addresses may be changed. For this reason, please, 

use more than one NTP server. 

- Number of Connections: number of attempts to connect to each NTP server; 

- Synchronized: the last synchronization’s date and time; 

- Synchronize: synchronize time with the selected NTP servers. 

The DOTA submenu contains the CPU module remote firmware update settings (Fig. 72). 

Figure 72 
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          The item has the following subitems: 

          - Password: password to the FTP server where the controller firmware files are stored; 

          - Login: login to the FTP server where the controller firmware files are stored; 

          - Server: IP address/name of the FTP server where the controller firmware files are stored; 

          - Folder: firmware folder name; 

          - Firmware CRC: CRC of the current GM chip firmware. 

          - Number of Connections: number of attempts to connect to the FTP server; 

          - Update: starts the remote controller software update procedure. 

          The OPCUA submenu shows the CPU module metadata (Fig. 73). 

Figure 73 

          The item has the following subitems: 

          - CRC: CRC-32 for the metadata file to be uploaded to the server; 

          - Time Stamp: the last controller metadata update time. As changes are made to the controller’s 

configuration, the time stamp updated. Using the time stamp the server decides whether the metadata have 

to be re-read. 

          - Upload xml: upload metadata to a COM port (used for debugging); 

          The Identification submenu contains the controller identification settings (Fig. 74). 

Figure 74 

          The item has the following subitems: 

- ID: the telemetry-enabled instrument name; 

- User: the instrument’s operator; 

- Instrument: the instrument type; 

- Consumer: the utility consumer name. 

The KAM200 module has a password protection for some of the menu items. To configure the 

passwords go to the Access Passwords submenu (Fig. 75). 
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Figure 75 

The item has the following subitems: 

- KAM Operator Password: the operator password enables system control rights except for certain 

settings (firmware updates, changing the КАМ200 passwords, [1-n] channel calibration, etc.); 

- KAM Admin Password: the administrator password enables full access to the system settings. 

You need admin privileges to change passwords. An administrator user can change both the admin 

and the operator passwords. 

  The admin and operator passwords are enclosed with the instrument.  

When an empty password is entered, the user is given guest rights to access the KAM200 menu and 

can only monitor the parameters. Any settings and system control commands are unavailable.  

To view and setup the energy saving mode parameters go to the Energy Saving item in the TELNET 

terminal’s main menu (Fig. 76). 

Figure 76 

          The item has the following subitems: 

- Time to Connection: time left to the next instrument’s switching to active mode and a session with 

the top level system (seconds); 

- ProlongationTime: max active mode duration (minutes); 

  The prolongation time depends on the controller job status and can be from 5 to 30 mins. 

 The max active mode duration is 15 min.; after that the instrument switches to one of the 

selected energy saving modes. 
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- Start [min]: the start time to measure the active time duration, minutes; 

- Duration: active mode duration. It is counted from the start time (Start [min]) in minutes; 

- IDLE mode: the selected energy saving mode; 

  The energy saving modes are: 

- 0:IDLE0: Active mode; 

- 1:IDLE1: Energy saving mode; 

- 2:IDLE2: Energy saving mode with GSM monitoring. 

  - Battery Life: remaining battery life, %; 

The Power Management submenu (Fig. 77) controls the power consumption of the modules. 

Figure 77 

The item has the following subitems: 

- Battery Capacity: the battery capacity, Ampere-hours; 

- Sleep: initialize the controller’s switching to IDLE2; 

- Off: initialize the controller’s switching to IDLE1. 

   As a new power module is connected, the existing one is replaced, please, reset the battery 

life counter. 

  When the remaining capacity drops to 15% an alarm is triggered. The alarm invokes 

establishing a connection and transmitting the remaining battery capacity (%) and its 

estimated life. 

For soft reset select Reboot in the TELNET terminal’s main menu. 

Select Exit to quit the TELNET terminal. 

As all the jobs are completed the instrument switches the specified energy saving mode (the 

switching takes 5 to 10 sec.) 

   3.4.2.2.3 CSD wireless channel setup 

General: 

- to setup the instrument from a top level device via a wireless channel (CSD) the instrument’s SIM 

card phone number is required; 

- to initialize access to the instrument send the CSDterminal text message to its SIM card phone 

number. 

- the instrument access session is available only for the phone number used to send the text message. 
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The procedure is as follows: 

- to connect to the instrument over a wireless channel or the TELNET terminal create a new 

connection, specify the COM port of the GSM modem (e.g., COM3) and setup the COM port with the GSM 

modem connection settings; 

Then send the following text message to the instrument’s phone number: 

- AT+CMGS=<Num>; 

- after pressing Enter, type CSDterminal and press Ctrl+Z to send the text message. 

A text message about a 2 min waiting for the session will come soon. 

Then type a command to establish a phone connection to the controller: 

- ATD<Num>, 

where <Num> is the controller’s phone number (e.g., ATD89031234567); 

- After the CONNECT 9600 message appears, the controller is switched to the TELNET server 

mode; 

- after that the controller settings with the TELNET application are similar to that covered in Section 

3.4.2.2.2. 

          3.4.2.2.4 Settings with text messages 

To setup the controller with text messages its SIM card phone number is required. 

The procedure is as follows: 

- to connect to the instrument over a wireless channel or the terminal application, create a new 

connection, specify the COM port of the GSM modem (e.g., COM3) and setup the COM port with the GSM 

modem connection settings;  

- in the terminal application click EXIT and type at+wopen=0 to switch the controller hardware into 

the modem mode. 

To read the settings send the following text message command: 

- Parameter:<GroupName>? 

          The controller replies with the following text message: 

- <GroupName>=(value1,…,valuen) 

     where 

- GroupName is the name of a settings group as listed in Table 16; 

Value1,…, valuen are the group settings values as listed in Table 16. 

Table 16 – Controller settings values for text message setup 

GroupName Value Parameter 

1 2 3 

GPRS 

1 APN: name of the mobile network’s APN server 

2 Password: password for the specified APN server 

3 Login: login for the specified APN server 

4 
Server: the top level server’s IP address for data exchange over MODBUS 

TCP  

5 Port: number of the TCP/IP port used by the top level server 

CSD 1 Password: the top level server password 
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Table 16 (continued) 

1 2 3 

CSD 

2 Login: the top level server login. 

3 Phone: the phone number of a modem within the top level server’s modem pool 

4 Server: the top level server’s IP address 

5 Port: TCP/IP port of the top level server 

FTP 

1 Password: password to the FTP server used for the logs uploading 

2 Login: login to the FTP server used for the logs uploading 

3 Server: IP address or name of the FTP server 

4 Folder: the folder where the logs are uploaded 

NTP 

1 Automatic daylight saving time feature 

2 Time zone: КАМ200 controller’s location time zone 

3 Synchronization Period: time synchronization period (days) 

4 Server: IP address or name of the NTP server 

DOTA 

1 
Password: password to the FTP server where the controller firmware files are 

stored; 

2 Login: login to the FTP server where the controller firmware files are stored 

3 Server: IP address or name of the firmware update server 

4 Folder: firmware folder name 

ENGY 

1 Start time: the start time to measure the active time duration, minutes 

2 Duration: active mode duration. It is counted from the start time in minutes 

3 IDLE mode: the selected energy saving mode 

SYS 

1 Status: shows the state of the controller and its peripheral devices 

2 App Runs: number of controller activations since this parameter has been reset 

3 
Software Reboots: number of regular controller reboots since this parameter has 

been reset 

4 Active mode duration 

5 IDLE1 duration 

6 IDLE2 duration 

7 Error Code: errors of the jobs currently executed by the controller 

8 GPRS: GPRS network authorization status 

9 Battery Life: the remaining battery life 

10 
Commands to be executed: a bit mask representing system and telemetry logs 

upload commands 
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 Table 16 (continued) 

1 2 3 

SYS 

11 
Commands to be executed: a bit mask representing event logs upload 

commands 

12 
Commands to be executed: a bit mask representing flow rate logs upload 

commands 

13 
Commands to be executed: a bit mask representing pressure logs upload 

commands 

VER 

1 Firmware file: filename of the current GSM chip firmware, the CPU module 

2 Chip ID: GSM chip ID, the CPU module 

3 Chip Type: GSM chip type, the CPU module 

4 OS Version: current OS version, GSM chip, the CPU module 

MDL 

1 Number of connected modules 

2 Module name: names of the modules starting from the CPU module 

3 
Module firmware version: module firmware versions starting from the CPU 

module 

… 

n n is the number of connected modules 

ID 

1 Site ID: facility name 

2 Operator: the operator name 

3 Instrument: the instrument name 

4 Consumer: the utility consumer name 



 For example, to check the GPRS connection settings enter the command: 

 Parameter:GPRS? 

 The reply would be 

 GPRS=(internet.mts.ru,mts,mts,10.174.18.3,502) 

 To upload settings to the controller send a text message with the following command: 

 Parameter:<GroupName>=(value,…,valuen) 

 where 

 GroupName is the name of a settings group as listed in Table 16 

 Value1,…, valuen are the group settings values as listed in Table 16. 

WARNING: Text messages cannot contain spaces or the CR/LF character (new line). 


 To change the individual settings within a group, skip the settings that are not changed (no 

text between the commas). 
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3.5 Explosion Proof Installation 

          3.5.1 The explosion-proof components of the instrument can be installed in explosion hazard areas 

both indoors and outdoors according to the PUE Electrical Installation Code and other regulations for 

electrical installations in explosion hazard areas. 

          3.5.2 Inspect the instrument prior to installation. Check its explosion-proof labeling against Table 15. 

Check the earthling components and the fasteners. Make sure the component housings are intact. 

          The electrical installation shall be compliant to the electric diagrams available as Appendix E. 

          3.5.3 Insert a cable into the electric box cable gland as described in Section 3.7. After that close the 

box and apply a security seal to one of the cover bolts. 

The control module and the electric box shall be earthed with a dedicated bolt on the housing marked 

with an earthling sign. The components with mains power supply shall be earthed either over the power 

cable, or over their earthling terminals. The earthling terminals are labeled according to GOST 21130-75. 

Check the earthling circuit resistance as the installation is completed. The total earthling circuit 

resistance shall not exceed 0.4 Ohm. 

          3.5.4. During the installation avoid friction or impacts that may lead to sparks. 

          3.6 Installation Procedure 

          3.6.1 The persons carrying out the Installation (deinstallation) shall: 

- have an authorization for Ex equipment installation works on site; 

- read and understand the manuals for the instrument and auxiliary equipment used for installation. 

          3.6.2 NEVER install (deinstall) the instrument prior to complete pipeline depressurization. 

 3.6.3 Prerequisites for the instrument installations are: 

          - the location shall be convenient for installation and maintenance; 

          - air temperature and relative humidity shall be as specified in Section 1.1.5; 

          - the ambient air shall not contain corrosive substances. 

          3.6.4 The installation can be carried out at temperatures above -10C, no precipitation. 

          3.6.5 The power cable and the connecting cables between the modules located in an explosion-proof 

area shall be attached to existing ducts or racks. If no ducts are available it is recommended to install the 

cables in metal pipes or flexible metal hoses. Do not install the cables next to power lines unless the cables 

are placed into earthed steel flexible hoses or pipes. 

It is not recommended to coil the cable excess ends. 

          3.7. Electrical Connections 

          3.7.1 The electrical installation shall be compliant to the electric diagrams available as Appendix E. 

          To attach a cable to the air-tight cable gland of the KR-002 box (if used) proceed as follows (see Fig. 

78): 
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- remove the gland plug. Unscrew the locknut 1 and remover the plug. Insert a prepared cable into 

the gland housing 3 with the rubber seal 2 installed; 

- the cable’s external insulation sheath shall protrude 5...10 mm inside the box. Tighten the gland 

with the nut 1 using an s19 spanner. 

  3.8 Before Use 

3.8.1 Read and understand the present manual. 

3.8.2 Install the instrument as described in Sections 3.5-3.7. 

          3.8.3 Prior to powering the instrument check the installation against the Sections 3.5, 3.6, and 5. 

3.9 Instrument Commissioning 

3.9.1 To activate the instrument: 

a) connect all the external circuits;

b) connect the power supply;

NEVER turn the instrument on with no sensors connected! 

c) connect the instrument to a PC as required;

d) switch on the mains power (if used);

e) turn the PC on;

f) run the terminal application;

g) check the instrument clock with the terminal application;

NEVER use the instrument without setting the date and time! 

h) check all the settings and their matching to the order.

The declared accuracy is achieved in 30 minutes after powering on. 

Fig.78 – Attaching a cable to the air-tight cable gland of the KR-002 box 
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         3.9.2 Pressure transducer zero reading correction and resetting the velocity channel 

3.9.2.1 Absolute pressure channel correction 

The absolute pressure channel readings are corrected on the first use and during maintenance.  

A terminal application is used for correction.  

The absolute pressure channel readings are corrected relative to a known barometric pressure 

measured with the M67 aneroid barometer. 

 Enter the known barometric pressure as a negative value (with “-”) and reset the pressure channel. 

The instrument corrects the absolute pressure channel readings to match the specified barometric pressure.  

UniTerm supports negative barometric pressures. 

The specified negative barometric pressure is ignored for flow rate analysis; only the actually 

measured absolute pressure is used. 

You can disable the pressure correction by entering “0” as the barometric pressure value. 

You cannot correct the absolute pressure readings in service (only during calibration). 

To check the zero reading of the absolute pressure channel, the absolute pressure transducer is 

exposed to the atmosphere. To do so proceed as follows: 

a) fully de-pressurize the pipe segment with the instrument. Unscrew the pressure transducer nipple

till the threaded connection is not air tight (to expose the pressure transducer to the atmosphere); 

b) in 3 minutes take a measurement at the atmospheric (barometric) pressure.

To verify the correctness of the absolute pressure channel zero readings compare its readings to the 

present barometer readings.  

The difference between two readings shall not exceed the specified instrument accuracy at the given 

point. 

After the zero readings verification restore tightness of the pressure transducer to pipe connection. 

          3.9.2.2 Resetting the velocity channel 

You cannot reset the velocity channel in service (only during calibration). 

3.10 Emergency Response 

3.10.1 Emergency situations lead to a gas leak risk at the instrument location. 

To remove the hazard: 

- turn the instrument power off; 

- identify the leak point by applying liquid soap to the connection; 

- fix the gas leak by changing the O-rings. 

Continue normal operation. 
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           4 Maintenance 

4.1 General 

4.1.1 Maintenance are activities that monitor the instrument’s condition, keep it operational, prevent 

faults, and extend its service life.  

The maintenance should be compliant to GOST 30852.16-202 Explosion-Proof Electrical 

Equipment. Part 17. Testing and Maintenance of Electrical Installations for Explosion Hazard Areas (Except 

for Underground Facilities). 

The operator’s technical director is responsible for proper maintenance. 

Prior to commissioning, the operator shall issue a directive stating who is responsible for the 

instrument operation.  

          4.1.2 The operating personnel shall receive training in the instrument maintenance procedures and be 

authorized to maintain it. 

          4.1.3 The Customer’s personnel can perform instrument commissioning and maintenance provided 

that the employees have received training on the manufacturer’s site as specified in Section 3 of this manual 

and are authorized to work with ex-equipment. An authorized contractor services can also be used. 

          4.1.4 Every entry in the instrument maintenance log (doc No. VMPL1.456.004 FO) shall be signed 

by the person responsible for the instrument operation. 

          4.1.5 If the instrument is deactivated for a long period without maintenance, disconnect the BP-001-

01 power supply unit or the KAM200-00BK stand-alone power supply unit (for mains supply: DRAN30-

24 mains power unit, or a UPS), sign a No Maintenance Period Statement, and add an entry to the 

maintenance log (see Section 12). 

    4.1.6 As the instrument is powered on again, sign an Instrument Inspection and Acceptance Act, and 

add an entry to the maintenance log, doc. No. VMPL1.456.004 FO (see Section 12). 

          4.1.7 The maintenance includes regular verification according to the procedure listed in doc. No. 

VMPL1.456.001 MP, and technical inspection according to Section 4.7. Measuring performance between 

verifications meet the regulations if the user adheres to the storage, shipping, and operation procedures listed 

in this manual. 

Any repairs that require breaking the security seals can be performed only by the manufacturer or an 

authorized organization. 
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    4.2 Safety 

4.2.1 The instrument belongs to Class I electric shock protection, GOST 12.2.007.0-75. 

4.2.2 Operate the instrument according to GOST 30852.16-2002, PUE Electrical Installation Code 

(Section 7.3), PTEEP Regulations for Operation of Consumer Electrical Installations (Section 3.4) and 

other regulatory documents related to electric equipment operating in explosion hazard areas. 

4.2.3 Never use the instrument with mediums aggressive to the wet materials. 

4.2.4 Turn the power off prior to connecting and disconnecting the power and communication 

cables. 

   4.3 Maintaining Explosion-Proof Features in Operation 

4.3.1 The operating personnel shall read and understand this manual and are authorized to work 

with explosion-proof equipment. 

4.3.2 In operation strictly adhere to Section 3.5 “Explosion Proof Installation”. 

 Also follow this manual, Regulations for Operation of Consumer Electrical Installations, POT R M-

016-2001 Intersectoral Work Safety Regulations, Regulation for Equipment Operation at Hazardous 

Production Sites. 

4.3.3 The instrument in service has to be regularly inspected and checked. 

4.3.4 The Visual inspection procedure shall check the following: 

- the security seals are intact; 

- the control module cover is in place and securely fixed; 

- the power and communication cables are continuous and not damaged; 

- the earthling circuit is continuous; 

- the cables are securely attached; 

- the instrument and the earthling bolt connector are secure; 

- no dents and visible damage, dust, or dirt on the instrument housing. 

 4.3.4.1 During the installation observe the following: 

a) make sure the cable glands are correctly assembled and checked for integrity (replace cracked or

torn seals); 

b) the covers of the BER-002-01 control module and the KR-002 electric box are security-sealed

with sealing paint applied to the cavities over the screw heads. 

The Vympel-Axiflow module’s external cover is not security-sealed. The inner cover (part number 

AETS.745525.001) is security-sealed for access control. 

Sealing paint is also applied to the cavity over the screw that keeps the FFC protective cover closed. 
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          4.3.5 NEVER operate damaged or faulty instruments. 

          4.3.6 You can combine visual inspection and the instrument care procedures not requiring turning the 

instrument off (e.g., bolts and nuts tightening). 

          4.3.7. Maintenance inspection shall include all the above listed visual inspection works. The 

inspection intervals depend on specific on-site conditions. Inspections shall be carried out at least once a 

month.  

          4.3.8 After an inspection is completed, reconnect the cables (see Section 4.3.7) and apply security 

seals. 

          4.4. Instrument Maintenance 

4.4.1 The instrument maintenance includes periodic inspections and verifications. 

The measuring performance between verifications meet the regulations (accounting for the MTBF) 

if the user adheres to the storage, shipping, and operation procedures listed in this manual. 

The instrument and the sensors are cleaned as required. The cleaning is performed at the 

manufacturer’s facility. The instrument has to be removed from the pipe. 

A maintenance record is entered into the maintenance log, doc. No. VMPL.456.004 FO. 

See Table 17 for the recommended maintenance activities and intervals. 

Table 17 

Activity 

Maintenance type 

Remarks 
Weekly Monthly Quarterly Annual 

Cleaning the piezoelectric sensors – – – – 

As required or if the 

sensors have failed. The 

cleaning is performed by 

the manufacturer. 

Checking the ex-rating. – – + + 

Verifying the basic performance data against the specifications listed in the instrument log (at least 

once a year). 

Pressure transducer zero readings correction according to Section 3.9.2 
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4.5 Checking the Instrument for Proper Operation 

         4.5.1 The instrument’s condition is checked in service (on site or in a lab). 

The errors generated by the control module diagnostics system define the instrument’s condition on 

site. When the control module receives no signals, the integrated indicator displays “error code” and an error 

number (8 digits). The error codes are listed below: 
Error codes:  
0x00000000: no errors  
0x00000001: sensor 1, channel A sensor test failure 
0x00000002: sensor 1, channel B sensor test failure 
0x00000004: sensor 2, channel A sensor test failure 
0x00000008: sensor 2, channel B sensor test failure 
0x00000010: channel A, in service error  
0x00000020: channel B, in service error  
0x00000040: temperature outside range  
0x00000080: pressure outside range  
0x00000100: velocity outside range  
0x00000200: flow rate outside range  
0x00000400: flow rate threshold exceeded  
0x00000800: min flow rate detected  
0x00001000: max flow rate detected  
0x00002000: low battery voltage  
0x00004000: temperature signal emulation on 
0x00008000: pressure signal emulation on  
0x00010000: flow rate signal emulation on  

If any other errors not listed above occur, please, call the manufacturer’s customer service for 

diagnostics and repairs. 

The control module housing integrity and the electric box cable gland tightness are visually 

inspected. 

          4.6 Troubleshooting 

          4.6.1 for troubleshooting please refer to Table 18. 
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Table 18 

Fault, error code Cause Remedy 

There are red labels in 

the application’s 

diagnostics window. 

The error code is 

displayed as the 

mouse cursor is 

moved over the label. 

00000001 

00000002 

00000004 

00000008 

00000010 

00000020 

Piezoelectric sensors are 

extremely dirty, or have failed 
Clean or replace the sensors 

00000040 Temperature sensor has failed Repair or replace the resistive thermometer 

00000080 Pressure transducer has failed Repair or replace the pressure transducer 

00000100 
Critical deviation in the 

velocity channels 

Check the velocity channel components (PESm 

cables, control module) 

00000200 Incorrect settings (P, T, 

components, etc.) 

Enter correct settings into the terminal 

application 

00000400 

00000800 

00001000 

00004000 

00008000 

00010000 

Normal operation 
Notifications (special modes on, possible loss of 

accuracy) 

00002000 BP-001-01 power supply unit is 

missing or faulty 

Replace the BP-001-01 power supply unit  

(if another one is enclosed) 

          At the Service access level the manufacturer can access the full instrument diagnostics features and 

identify a failure. 

4.7 Instrument Verification 

4.7.1 General 

The verification procedure available as doc. No. VMPL.456.004 MP shall be used to verify the gas 

flow rate and volume measurement functions, the medium pressure and temperature measurement functions, 

the flow rate and volume conversion to standard conditions. 

The functional requirements, requirements to measurement procedures and accuracy when used at 

flow rate and volume metering stations, and energy content measurement procedures of Vympel-100 

ultrasonic measuring systems shall be compliant with the following documents: 

- GOST 8.611-2013 Gas Flow Rate and Amount. Measurement Procedure with Ultrasonic Flow Rate 

Transducers. 

- GOST MI 3213-2009 Gas Flow Rate and Amount. Measurement Procedure with Ultrasonic Flow 

Rate Transducers.  
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5. Instrument Components Maintenance

5.1 Installation and Deinstallation 

5.1.1 Observe the following while installing the instrument: 

- the components located in explosion hazard areas shall be installed in accordance with GOST 

30852.13-2002, PUE Electrical Installation Code (Section 7.3), PTEEP Regulations for Operation of 

Consumer Electrical Installations (Section 3.4), this manual, and other regulations applied to hazardous 

industrial facilities; 

- prior to installation check that the ex-label is present, the electrical equipment condition, the 

availability of ex-rated fasteners and seals; 

- take care nor to damage the sensors while installing them; 

- install external wiring in flexible metal hoses to protect it from mechanical damage; 

- make sure the internal and external earthling terminals on the instrument’s components are securely 

tightened. 

The tools required for installation are listed in Table 12. 

5.1.2 The Vympel-100 ultrasonic measuring system has no moving parts. It is shipped as a fully 

assembled single unit checked by the manufacturer, with the protective cover in secured place. 

The sensor housing and the piezoelectric sensors are the only wet components. The wet components 

are made of high quality materials resistant to corrosion provided that the instrument is properly installed 

and operated.  

For this reason Vympel-100 is a low-maintenance system. The maintenance is mostly limited to 

regular inspections in order to verify the measurement accuracy, and to the system diagnostics checks (for 

more information please refer to the Verification Procedure, doc. No. VMPL1.456.004 MP, and Section 3 

of this manual).  

5.2 Long Term Storage 

5.5.1 Prior to packing, the instruments shall be prepared according to GOST 9.014-78 (VZ-10 

protection option) and the packaging specifications. Prior to packaging close the control module connectors 

with covers to protect the internal cavities from dirt, and the threads from mechanical damage. 
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6 Routine Maintenance 

6.1 General 

The routine maintenance should be compliant to GOST 30852.16-202 Explosion-Proof Electrical 

Equipment. Part 19. Maintenance. 

The routine maintenance scope and frequency, and the need for it shall be compliant to the industry’s 

preventive maintenance systems taking into account the operating conditions. 

The operating personnel shall NEVER carry out any repairs or reconditioning of the explosion-proof 

parts. Only the manufacturer or contractors licensed for ex-equipment maintenance and having properly 

trained and certified personnel can perform such repairs. 

Repairs that do not relate to the ex-features can be carried out by the customer compliant to fire 

safety regulations, Regulations for Operation of Consumer Electrical Installations, POTRM-016 Safety 

Regulations. The person responsible for electric equipment operations is also responsible for maintenance. 

6.2 Safety 

          Follow the safety guidelines listed in the Regulations for Operation of Consumer Electrical 

Installations, POT R M-016-2001 Intersectoral Work Safety Regulations. 
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7. Storage

7.1 The instruments in packaging shall be stored in warehouses of the consignor and the recipient to 

protect them from mechanical damage, dirt, and aggressive environment. The storage conditions shall be 

compliant to Category 2, GOST 15150. 

7.2 The instruments in original packaging can be stored for up to 6 months. If stored for longer than 

6 months remove the instruments from the packaging. The storage conditions shall be compliant to Category 

1, GOST 15150-69. 

7.3. Enter prolonged storage events of the instrument or its components in the log, Form 

VMPL1.456.004 FO (Section 8). Enter the storage events in Section 15.  

7.4 For general requirements to the instrument storing in heated premises, please, refer to GOST 

30852.0-2008. 
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8 Shipping 

8.1 For general requirements to the instrument shipping, please, refer to GOST R 52931-2008. 

8.2 The instruments in packaging shall be shipped by covered vehicles (except for marine transport). 

For air transportation the instruments shall be shipped in heated, pressurized compartments. Adhere to the 

regulations specific for each mode of transportation.  

8.3 Climatic factors in transit shall be compliant to Group 5, GOST 15150-96 (covered vehicles). 

8.4 Mechanical impacts during shipment shall be compliant to group F3, GOST R 52931-2008. 
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         9 Recycling 

          9.1 The product’s materials and components (except for the BP-001-01, КАМ200-00BK, and the 

backup power supply module) during and after their service life are not hazardous for health, industrial and 

storage facilities, and the environment. The consumer may recycle faulty or end-of-life units in any suitable 

way. 

          9.2 Lithium battery recycling (BP-001-01, КАМ200-00BK, backup power supply module) 

          9.2.1 WARNING: Do not burn the batteries. Do not recycle them as household waste. The 

batteries may explode in fire. Recycle the lithium batteries according to national and other 

regulations. Store the batteries to be utilized in such a way as to prevent short circuiting of the terminals, 

and housing failures. 

         9.2.2 Recycling used lithium batteries with intact housings 

1. Inspect the batteries for any housing damage and electrolyte leaks. If a battery is damaged, and/or

there is an electrolyte leak, handle it as described in the next section. 

2. Put clean and intact batteries in a plastic bag and seal it.

3. Store the plastic bag in a closed metal container.

4. For more information about the battery recycling companies and container labeling regulations for

shipping, please, contact the local office of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

         The lithium batteries can be stored and shipped for recycling as general waste. The lithium batteries 

can also be recycled as hazardous waste. 

1. Recycling batteries with housing damage and/or electrolyte leaks

         WARNING: If a battery is damaged and/or there is an electrolyte leak, use PPE (goggles, 

protective clothes, gloves, respiratory protection equipment). 

       Never: 

• touch damaged batteries with bare hands. Lithium may cause skin burns. Put the batteries into

a mineral oil-filled container with a special tool; 

• inhale the vapor.

        Use forced ventilation to remove the vapor before entering the room and working inside. 

        If skin or eyes contact with toxic or aggressive components, wash it immediately with running water 

and seek medical assistance. Recycle contaminated clothes. 
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Appendix А 
(mandatory) 

Vympel-100 Part Number Structure and Order Form 

   А.1 Part Number Structure  Vympel; 100 – 1 – 50 – 1,6 – BIZ 
1       2       3    4        5    

1: instrument name; 

2: control module type (1: BER-002-01; 2: Vympel-Axiflow); 

3: pipe DN (50: DN50, 80: DN80, 100: DN100); 

4: max absolute operating pressure, MPa; 

5: is BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier installed; 

Note. The following absoluter pressure transducers are used depending on the max absolute operating 

pressure: 

Part number  Measurement range, MPa  Acceptable overpressure, MPa* 

VMPL5.183.004-06  0.16 0.8 

VMPL5.183.004-07  0.63 2.5 

VMPL5.183.004-08  1.6 5.0 

VMPL5.183.004-09  4.0 12.0 

VMPL5.183.004-10  6.3 18.0 

VMPL5.183.004-11  10.0 25.0 

_____________ 

* Acceptable overpressure does not damage the transducer. The accuracy is not guaranteed if the values

exceed the upper measurement range limit. The manufacturer sets up kgf/cm2 as standard absolute pressure units. The 

manufacturer can set up other absolute pressure units (kgf/cm2 or MPa) on the customer’s request. 
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А.2 Order Form 

LLC "SPA "Vympel "Tel./fax +7 (495) 992-38-60/70 http://
www.npovympel.ru Moscow. Email: dedovsk@npovympel.ru, 
www.vympel.group

Vympel-100 Ultrasonic Gas Flowmeter Order Form 
The form is used to estimate the unit price and configuration. Please fill it in completely 

Customer: Location 
Fax, Email 
Contact person Facility name 

Application Fiscal metering  Process metering

Medium; natural gas  compressed air  process gases  others

Converted flow rate measurement error: ±1.1%
Medium properties: 
Max absolute pressure MPa designed  operating min/max 
Medium temperature °С: max min 
Converted volumetric flow rate. m3/h; max/min 
Medium density, standard conditions, for the given (standard) composition 
Mechanical impurities content, m/m3 

Gas composition 

No. Component 
Volume or mass 

content,% 
No. Component 

Volume or mass 
content,% 

min max min max 

1 7 

2 8 

3 9 

4 10 

5 11 

б 12 

Pipeline requirements (FFC) 

Nominal diameter DN 50  80  100  Tie-in pipe: diameter, mm wall thickness, mm

Components material; Steel grade 20  09G2СS  Other Flanges: GOST  ANSI 
Ambient temperature, °C; 

Absolute manometric  pressure transducer  

Power: 220 VAC  stand-alone from an iterated power source 

Accessories: GSM modem  MODBUS-RTU converter  interface module  UPS 24V 

Gas tie-in: left  right 
Other requirements or remarks: 

Please enclose the flowmeter connection diagram. Specify distances to the local flow restrictors. 

Design Organization Contact person name and phone 
By:  _______________  ________________   ________________ 

position Signature Name 

SEAL « ___» _____________ 20 

mailto:dedovsk@npovympel.ru
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Appendix B 

(for reference) 

Control Module Dimensions 

Fig.B.1 — BER-002-01 control module 

Fig. B.2— Vympel-Axiflow control module 
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Appendix C 

(for reference) 

Vympel-100 PN100 Ultrasonic Measuring System. Dimensional Drawing 

 

Figure C.1 

EB-002 electric box 
VMPL3.622.002 

BER-002 flowmeter control module  
VMPL4.078.082, a part of 
VMPL4.078.082 

Power cable 
(by the customer) 

CAP-WABMLMA1 cap, 
a part of the КR-002 accessories set 

Cable VMPL4.841.038-02, 
a part of VMPL4.078.120 

Flanged measuring body

Mating flange, 
Included with the FFC accessories set 

Cable VMPL4.842.004, 
a part of VMPL4.078.120 

Cable VMPL4.842.004, 
a part of VMPL4.078.120 

Mating flange, 
Included with the FFC accessories set 

Cable VMPL4.841.052, 
a part of the DAD-004 accessories set 

DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer, 
a part of VMPL4.078.018 

Tiltable threaded elbow fitting, 
GLS4N-4GP-S, Included with the FFC 
accessories set 

Part Number Name Fig. L, mm L1, mm  B, mm B1, mm H, mm D, mm D, mm d, mm n 

VMPL6.119.064 FMB DN50 PN100 

1 - 

150 
160 

145 M24x - 4 

VMPL6.119.065 FMB DN80 PN100 276 240 748 230 180 M24x30-32 8 

VMPL6.119.066 FMB DN100 PN100 306 300 184 960 280 210 M27x34-37 8 
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Appendix D 

(for reference) 

Vympel-100 Ultrasonic Flowmeter. Mounting Dimensions

Figure D.1 - Immersive resistance thermometer 

Fig. D.2 — G3-25-8 protective sleeve 

(used if pressure exceeds 63 kgf/cm2) 

Part Number L1, mm L2, mm 

VMPL5.129.006 80 1110 

-01 100 1130 

-02 120 1150 

Pipe 12х1.5 (14х2.0**) 

Copper gasket 

М
 2

0
х1

.5
 

М
 2

0
х1

.5
 

М
 2

0
х1

.5
 

Code L, mm Max weight, kg 
Max flow 

velocity, m/s 

GЗ-25-8-80 80 0.120 40 

GЗ-25-8-100 100 0.120 40 

GЗ-25-8-120 120 0.160 40 
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Fig. D.3 — DAD 004 absolute pressure transducers 

VMPL5.183.004-06, VMPL5.183.004-07, VMPL5.183.004-08, 

VMPL5.183.004-09, VMPL5.183.004-10, VMPL5.183.004-11, 

Figure D.4 — EB-002 electric box, part number VMPL3.622.002 
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Figure D.5 — BP-001-01 power supply unit, part number VMPL5.087.001-01 

Russia 
NPO Vympel 

BIZ-002 model 
[Exib]IIA IP30 

OS VSIROSS RU.0001.11ГB06 

KRAU2.222.002-04 

mA 
mPa 

W 
В 

BP-001-01 power supply unit 

4 holes Φ4.5 

Figure D.6 — BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier, part number EBAU2.222.002-04 
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Figure D.7 — DRAN30-24 mains power adapter 
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Figure D.8 — Interface module. Part number VMPL3.622.003 
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Appendix E 

(for reference) 

Vympel-100 PN100 Ultrasonic Flowmeter Connection Options. Electric Diagrams

Option 1а 

FMB: flanged measuring body;

PES1...4: piezoelectric sensors; 

PT: DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer; 

RT: 100P immersive resistance thermometer; 

BER-002: control module, Vympel-100 ultrasonic measuring system; 

PC: portable computer; 

К1: cable, VMPL4.841.058; 

К2: cable, VMPL4.841.030; 

К3: cable, VMPL4.841.055; 

К4: cable, VMPL4.841.052; 

К5: cable, VMPL4.841.004; 

BPS: BP-001-01 power supply unit (part number VMPL5.857.001-01). 

Figure E.1 — Connection diagram for the Vympel-100 instrument with the BER-002-01 control 

module (in stand-alone mode) 
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Option 1b 

FMB: flanged measuring body;

PES1...4: piezoelectric sensors; 

PT: DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer; 

RT: 100P immersive resistance thermometer; 

BER-002: control module, Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter;
HyperFlow-MK: HyperFlow-MK mini-communicator, 

EBAU5.155.015; К1: cable, VMPL4.841.002; 

К2: cable, VMPL4.841.030; 

К3: cable, VMPL4.841.055; 

К4: cable, VMPL4.841.052; 

К5: cable, VMPL4.841.004; 

BPS: BP-001-01 power supply unit (part number VMPL5.857.001-01) 

Figure E.2 — Connection diagram for the Vympel-100 instrument with the BER-002-01 

control module  in stand-alone mode (data transfer via HyperFlow-MK mini-communicator) 
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Option 1c 

FMB: flanged f´measuring body;

PES1...4: piezoelectric sensors; 

PT: DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer; 

RS:100 P immersive resistance thermometer; 

Vympel-Axiflow: Vympel-Axiflow control module, Vympel-100 ultrasonic measuring system; 

PC: portable computer; 

К1: cable, VMPL4.841.058; 

К2: cable, VMPL4.841.055; 

К3: cable, VMPL4.841.052; 

К4: cable, VMPL4.842.004. 

        Figure E.3 — Connection diagram for the Vympel-100 instrument with the Vympel-Axiflow 

control module 
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Option 2 

FMB: flanged measuring body;

PES1...4: piezoelectric sensors; 

PT: DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer; 

RT: 100P immersive resistance thermometer; 

BER-002: control module, Vympel-100 ultrasonic measuring system; 

EB-002: electric box. part number VMPL3.622.002; 

PC: portable computer; 

DPC: desktop computer; 

BIZ-002-04: intrinsically safe barrier, part number EBAU2.222.002-04; 

BPS1: BP-001-01 power supply unit (part number VMPL5.857.001-01); 

BPS2: DRAN30-24 mains power adapter; 

IC: electrically isolated interface converter (Convel ETC40i or similar); 

К1: cable, VMPL4.841.038; 

К2: cable, VMPL4.841.030; 

К3: cable, VMPL4.841.058; 

К4: cable, VMPL4.841.055. 

К5: cable, VMPL4.841.052; 

К6: cable, VMPL4.842.004. 

     Figure E.4 — Diagram for mains power supply and connection to a PC 
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Option 3 

FMB: flanged measuring body;

PES1...4: piezoelectric sensors; 

PT: DAD 004 absolute pressure transducer; 

RT: 100P immersive resistance thermometer; 

BER-002: control module, Vympel-100 ultrasonic measuring system; 

EB-002: electric box. part number VMPL3.622.002; 

PC: portable computer; 

DPC: desktop computer; 

BIZ-002-04: intrinsically safe barrier, part number EBAU2.222.002-04 

GSM modem: WAVECOM FASTRACK GSM modem; 

BPS1: BP-001-01 power supply unit (part number VMPL5.857.001-01); 

BPS2: DRAN30-24 mains power adapter; 

IC: electrically isolated interface converter (Convel ETC40i or similar); 

К1: cable, VMPL4.841.038; 

К2: cable, VMPL4.841.030; 

К3: cable, VMPL4.841.058; 

К4: cable, VMPL4.841.020. 

К5: cable, VMPL4.841.055; 

К6: cable, VMPL4.841.052; 

К7: cable, VMPL4.842.004; 

1: KRAU4.841.046 adapter. 

      Figure E.5 — Diagram for mains power supply and connection to a PC with data transfer via 

the GSM modem 
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Option 4 
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FMB: flanged measuring bodz;

BER-002: control module, Vympel-100 ultrasonic flowmeter;
EB-002: electric box. part number VMPL3.622.002; 

PC: portable computer; 

DPC: desktop computer; 

RT: 100P immersive resistance thermometer; 

BIZ-002-04: intrinsically safe barrier, part number EBAU2.222.002-04; 

BPS1: BP-001-01 power supply unit (part number VMPL5.857.001-01); 

IC: interface module, part number VMPL3.622.003; 

UPS: Still PS2405D uninterruptable power supply unit or DRAN30-24 mains power adapter; 

GSM modem: Irz tc65 lite GSM modem; 

IC: interface converter (MOXA MGATE MB3180); 

К1: cable, VMPL4.841.055; 

К2: cable, VMPL4.841.052; 

К3: cable, VMPL4.841.004; 

К4: cable, VMPL4.841.038; 

К5: cable, VMPL4.841.030; 

К6: cable, VMPL4.841.058; 

K9: data cable (by the customer); 

1:KRAU4.841.046 adapter. 

      Figure E.6 — Diagram for mains power supply and connection to a PC via the interface module, 

part number VMPL3.622.003 
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Appendix F 

(for reference) 

Сable layouts 

XS1 BU-10BFFA-LL7001 socket 

XS2: DB-9F socket (DP-9C housing) 

Сable length (part number VMPL4.841.058 ): L=2 m. 

         Figure F.2 – VMPL4.841.058 cable layout. The cable connects a PC to 

Vympel-100 

       Fig. F.1 – EBAU4.841.020 cable layout. The cable connects a PC to 

BIZ-002-04 

XS1 DB-9F socket (DP-9C housing) 

Cable length (part number EBAU4.841.020): L=2 m. 

Name Contact 

Contact Contact Name Name 

Common KD 

KD2 

Ground 

KD1 
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XS1: BU-10BFFA-LL7001 socket; 

XS2: BU-10BFFA-LL7001 socket. 

Cable length (part number VMPL4.841.048): L=0.6 m. 

         Figure F.3 – VMPL4.841.038 cable layout. The cable connects the BER-002-01 control 

module to the КR-002 electric box 

Circuit 

KD1 

Common KD 

Contact 

Ground 

Contact Circuit 

Common KD 

KD1 

KD2 KD2 

Ground 

X1: DB25M plug 

X2: DB9M plug 

Figure F.4 – EBAU4.841.046 adapter layout. The adapter connects BIZ-002-04 

to the IDC 2814 modem via the EBAU4.841.020 cable

Circuit Circuit Contact Contact 
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Appendix G 

(for reference) 

Pinout Table 

G1.1 Pinout Tables and Electric Parameters of the BER-002-01 Connector Circuits 

Table G 1.1.1 Piezoelectric sensor (PES) connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1,2,3,4 Sensor 
Output signal, Umax ≤ 60 V, Imax ≤ 60 µA 

5 Ground 

Table G 1.1.2 Resistance temperature detector connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1.2 Output + DT Input circuit, Uinp ≤ 3.6 V, Iinp ≤ 0.01 µA 

3.4 Output — DT Input circuit, Uinp ≤ 3.6 V, Iinp ≤ 0.01 µA 

5 Ground DT 

Table G 1.1.3 — Pressure transducer connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 PS test Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

2 PS reset Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

3 PS RXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

4 PS TXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

5 +3.2 V Power, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 50 µA, Сload ≤ 10 µF, Lload = 0 

6 GND 

7 RST 1 
Programming, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA, Сload = 0, 

 Lload = 0 
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Table G 1.1.4 — External circuits connector (M-BUS) 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 IMP 0 Output circuit, open collector, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable external supply 

voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 2 COM IMP 0 

3 

4 M-BUS + Input circuit, load is a current generator, Igt ≤ 30 µA,  

Сinp = 0.1 µF, Linp = 0.1 µH, load resistive component 22 Ohm 5 M-BUS – 

6 RxD* 
Output circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 

10 µA 

7 TxD* 
Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 

µA 

8 COM RX* 

9 DTR* Power, Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA, Сload = 0, Lload = 0 due to diode isolation 

10 Ground 

* RxD, TxD, COM RX, DTR are process circuits that are used occasionally during commissioning and maintenance when a

PC is connected and the gas content in the premises is monitored.

Table G 1.1.5 —Backup PDU connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Table G.1.6 — Connector for the BP-001-01 stand-alone power supply unit 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1.2 +3.6 V 

Input circuit Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 1.0 µA 
3.4 

Ground 
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G1.2 Pinout Tables and Electric Parameters of the Vympel-Axiflow Connector Circuits 

Table G.1.2.1 Piezoelectric sensors (PES) connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1,2,3,4 Sensor 
Output signal, Umax ≤ 60 V, Imax ≤ 60 µA 

5 Ground 

Table G.1.1.2 Resistance temperature detector connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1.2 Output + DT Input circuit, Uinp ≤ 3.6 V, Iinp ≤ 0.01 µA 

3.4 Output — DT Input circuit, Uinp ≤ 3.6 V, Iinp ≤ 0.01 µA 

5 Ground DT 

Table G.1.2.3 — Pressure transducer connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 PS test Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

2 PS reset Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

3 PS RXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

4 PS TXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

5 +3.2 V Power, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 50 µA, Сload ≤ 10 µF, Lload = 0 

6 GND 

7 RST 1 
Programming, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA, Сload = 0, 

 Lload = 0 

Table G 1.2.4 — Maintenance connector (BX1) 
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Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 IMP 0 Output circuit, open collector, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable external 

supply voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 2 COM IMP 0 

3 

4 M-BUS + Input circuit, load is a current generator, Igt ≤ 30 µA,  

Сinp = 0.1 µF, Linp = 0.1 µH, load resistive component 22 Ohm 5 M-BUS – 

6 RxD* 
Output circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax 

≤ 10 µA 

7 TxD* 
Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 

10 µA 

8 COM RX* 

9 DTR* Power, Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA, Сload = 0, Lload = 0 due to diode isolation 

10 Ground 

* RxD, TxD, COM RX, DTR are process circuits that are used occasionally during commissioning and maintenance when a

PC is connected and the gas content in the premises is monitored.

G.2.1 Pinout Tables and Electric Parameters of Devices Connected to the BER-002-01 Connectors 

Table G.2.1.1 Parameters of the Piezoelectric Sensors Connected to the BER-002-01 PES 

Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1,2,3,4 Sensor 
Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.01 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, Ri ≤ 1 Mohm; Uinp ≤ 60 V, Iinp ≤ 60 

µA 5 Ground 

Table G.2.1.2 Parameters of the Resistive Thermometer Connected to the BER-002-01 

RTConnector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1, 2 RT pin 1 
ohmic resistance: 30 to 200 Ohm 

3, 4 RT pin 2 

Parameters of the data cable connecting the resistive thermometer and the BER-002-1 control module: 

The cable length shall not exceed 1,5 m. 

Сcable≤ 0,1 µF, Lcable ≤ 0,1 µH. 
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Table G.2.1.3 Parameters of the Pressure Transducer Connected to the BER-002-01 PT Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 PS test Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 1 µA 

2 PS reset Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 1 µA 

3 PS RXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 1 µA 

4 PS TXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

5 +3.2 V Power, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 50 µA, Сload ≤ 10 µF, Lload = 0 

6 GND 

7 

Table G.2.1.4 Parameters of the External Circuits Connected to the BER-002-01 M-BUS 

Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 IMP 0 Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, Ri ≤ 100 Kohm, acceptable external 

supply voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 2 COM IMP 0 

3 

4 M-BUS + External power from the BIZ-002-04 intrinsically safe barrier, Uxx ≤ 32 V, Isc 

≤ 70 µA, capacitive component Сi ≤ 0.5 µF, inductive component Li ≤ 0.5 

µH  5 M-BUS – 

6 RxD* 
Output circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, 

Imax ≤ 10 µA 

7 TxD* 
Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 

10 µA 

8 COM RX* 

9 DTR* Power, Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA, Сload = 0, Lload = 0 due to diode isolation 

10 Ground 

* RxD, TxD, COM RX, DTR are process circuits that are used occasionally during commissioning and maintenance when a

PC is connected and the gas content in the premises is monitored.
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Table G.2.1.5 Parameters of the BP-001-01 Stand-Alone Power Supply Unit Connected to the 

BER-002-01 PS Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1.2 + U power 

Output circuit, Umax ≤ 3.7 V, Imax ≤ 1.0 A 
3.4 - U power 

   G.2.1.6 — BIZ-002-04 Intrinsically Safe Barrier Pinout Tables 
XS1   XS2 XS3 

Conta

ct 
Name 

Conta

ct 
Name 

Conta

ct 
Name 

1 +ib output 1 + U power 1 Tx 

2 Monitoring 2 - U power 2 Rx 

3 - ib output 3 GND1 

4 PR 

5 D+ 

6 D– 

7 GND2 

 G.2.1.7 — EB-002 Electric Box Connector Pinout Tables 

    ХP1, ХР2 ХS1 

Contact Name Contact Name 

1 FREQ_OUT 1 M-BUS + 

2 FREQ_GND 2 M-BUS – 

3 3 Ground 

4 M-BUS + 4 Ground 

5 M-BUS – 

6 RXD 

7 ТXD 

8 GND 

9 DTR 

10 Ground 
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 G.2.1.8 — HyperFlow-MK mini communicator Connector Pinout Tables 

    ХТ1, ХР1 А3, ХР2 

Contact Name Contact Name 

1 1 +24 V 

2 2 -24 V 

3 3 +24 V 

4 4 -24 V 

5 

6 RXD 

7 ТXD 

8 GND 

9 DTR 

10 Ground 

  G.2.2 Electric Parameters of Devices Connected to the Vympel-Axiflow Control Module 

Table G.2.2.1 Parameters of the Piezoelectric Sensors Connected to the Vympel-Axiflow PES 

Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1,2,3,4 Sensor Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.01 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, Ri ≤ 1 Mohm; Uinp ≤ 60 V, Iinp 

≤ 60 µA 5 Ground 

Table G.2.2.2 Parameters of the Resistive Thermometer Connected to the Vympel-Axiflow RT 

Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1, 2 RT pin 1 
ohmic resistance: 30 to 200 Ohm 

3, 4 RT pin 2 

Parameters of the data cable connecting the resistive thermometer and the BER-002-1 control module: 

The cable length shall not exceed 1,5 m. 

Сcable≤ 0,1 µF, Lcable ≤ 0,1 µH. 
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Table G.2.2.3 Parameters of the Pressure Transducer Connected to the Vympel-Axiflow PT 

Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 PS test Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 1 µA 

2 PS reset Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 1 µA 

3 PS RXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 1 µA 

4 PS TXD Output signal, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 

5 +3.2 V Power, Umax ≤ 3.6 V, Imax ≤ 50 µA, Сload ≤ 10 µF, Lload = 0 

6 GND 

7 

          Table G.2.2.4 Parameters of the External Circuits Connected to the BER-002-01 M-BUS Connector 

Contact Name Circuit parameter 

1 IMP 0 Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, Ri ≤ 100 Kohm, acceptable 

external supply voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA 2 COM IMP 0 

3 

4 M-BUS + Input circuit, load is a current generator, Igt ≤ 30 µA, 

Сinp = 0.1 µF, Linp = 0.1 µH, load resistive component 22 Ohm 5 M-BUS – 

6 RxD* 
Output circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, 

Imax ≤ 10 µA 

7 TxD* 
Input circuit, Сi ≤ 0.1 µF, Li ≤ 0.1 µH, acceptable voltage Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 

10 µA 

8 COM RX* 

9 DTR* Power, Umax ≤ 15 V, Imax ≤ 10 µA, Сload = 0, Lload = 0 due to diode isolation 

10 Ground 

* RxD, TxD, COM RX, DTR are process circuits that are used occasionally during commissioning and maintenance when

a PC is connected and the gas content in the premises is monitored.
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     Abbreviations 

CSD: fax encryption standard  

GPRS: data exchange standard 

GSM: mobile network standard 

ND: nominal diameter 

SMS: data transfer standard over mobile networks 

USB: data transfer interface 

WS: workstation 

FR: frequency response 

PS: power supply 

CM: control module 

PT: pressure transducer 

PES: piezoelectric sensor 

TS: temperature sensor 

UPS: uninterruptable power supply unit 

EB: electric box 

CP: calibration procedure 

RAM: random access memory 

OF: order form 

OS: operating system 

QC: quality control 

CMS: commissioning 

SW: software  

SS: straight segment 

BC: backup channel 

OM: operation manual 

RMS: root-mean-square deviation 

TMS: telemechanics system 

DPC: desktop computer 

MNT: maintenance 

RT: resistive thermometer 

TU: specifications 

FMB: flanged measuring body
FO: Form 

BFLH: broad fraction of light hydrocarbons 

BTR: battery 
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